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The purpose of this study is to develop an engineering 
geologic method to evaluate the quality, quantity and 
suitability of aggregate for road construction. The objective 
is to collect, analyze, map and interpret surficial material 
characteristics for use in gravel-surfaced and asphalt-paved 
road development in the Piedra Road area, southwest Colorado. 
The Genesis-Lithology-Qualifier (GLQ) Mapping System and 
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are used to consolidate, 
manage, and analyze research data.
An evaluation method was developed that incorporates all 
factors of aggregate assessment including quality, engineering 
cost, and environmental impact. The method includes a logical 
progression of map creation, interpretation, manipulation, 
evaluation and analysis.
Basic data sources including agricultural soil surveys, 
aerial photographs, Soil Conservation Service vegetation maps, 
Forest Service resource maps, and digital elevation tapes were 
interpreted, input, and organized into a GIS. A series of 
seven primary maps including GLQ, vegetation, slope, aspect, 
land-use, roads, and land ownership were developed from these 
basic data sources and were used as the principal GIS database 
for the aggregate assessment process.
iii
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Next, secondary or derivative maps were developed from 
the primary database. Maps describing aggregate quality or 
the engineering costs of aggregate extraction were developed 
including aggregate material resource quality, scale of 
operation, and distance-to-roads maps. Maps describing the 
environmental impacts of aggregate development also were 
developed including reclamation potential, hillslope failure 
potential, visual impact and land-use suitability maps.
Finally, the secondary, or derivative, maps were 
manipulated using a GIS index overlay procedure to assess the 
regional aggregate resource suitability. A sensitivity 
analysis was conducted to evaluate (1) the effectiveness of 
map rankings, (2 ) the limiting nature of engineering cost or 
environmental impact factors, and (3) the effectiveness of GIS 
manipulation.
Good quality aggregate used for road-base include 
alluvial floodplain, stream channel, fan and terrace deposits. 
Good quality aggregate used for road-surfacing include the 
same deposits as used for road-base, as well as glacial 
outwash deposits. Sensitivity analyses revealed that as 
limiting factors are emphasized, the volume of suitable 
aggregate decreases.
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The purpose of this research is to develop an engineering 
geologic method to evaluate, on a regional scale, the quality, 
quantity and suitability of surficial materials for use as 
aggregate. This method is based on the geologic, 
geomorphologic, and engineering characteristics of these 
surficial materials.
The objective is to collect, analyze, map and interpret 
surficial material characteristics for use in gravel-surfaced 
and asphalt-paved road development in undeveloped areas. This 
method is designed to be incorporated into resource management 
plans, and will specifically designate materials as having 
good, fair, or poor quality potential for road construction. 
The Genesis-Lithology-Qualifier (GLQ) Mapping System and a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) are engineering tools that 
will consolidate, manage, and analyze the research data.
1.2 Location of Study Area
This study was conducted in the Piedra Road area, a 225
square mile section of the Pagosa District of the San Juan
National Forest, southwest Colorado, R. 2 W. to R. 6 W. and T
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6 N. to T 8 N., (Figure 1). The area contains a network of 
interconnecting forest roads that access the recreation and 
natural resources of the region. More roads that will require 
aggregate are scheduled to be developed in this area.
1.3 Previous Work
Previous research in this area includes work conducted by 
geologists, soil scientists, geomorphologists, land managers 
and engineers. The geology of the Piedra Road area was mapped 
by Steven (1974) and described by Cross and Larsen (1935). 
The geomorphology of the region was discussed by Atwood and 
Mather (1932) and Cross and Larsen (1935). The
characteristics of these landforms have been described by 
Coates (1973, 1974), Cooke and Doornkamp (1974), Verstappen 
(1983), Craig and Craft (1980), and Ritter (1978). 
Agricultural soil surveys were conducted by the U. S. Forest 
Service (1981). An evaluation of agricultural soil surveys 
has been published by Olsen (1984). Land management planning 
for Forest Service lands within the study area have been 
conducted by the San Juan National Forest (1983).
The GLQ Mapping System was first proposed by Galster 
(1977) and later revised and standardized by Keaton (1984). 
Engineering materials used in road construction have been 


























(1988), and Yoder (1959). Materials grading systems have been 
devised and/or critiqued by Turner (1973), Verstappen (1983), 
Cooke and Doornkamp (1974) and Cristenson (1980). 
Construction, design, and maintenance of low-volume (gravel- 
surfaced) roads has been described by Howlett (1975), Erickson 
(1975), Hudson and others (1975), Paige-Green and Netterberg 
(1987), Meyer and Hudson (1987), Ruenkrairergsa (1987), and 
Takallou and others (1987). Geologic assessment used in 
land-use planning and integrated resource management has been 
discussed by Howard and Remson (1978), Griggs and Gilchrist 
(1977), and Fikdal (1980). The nature and application of 
geographic information systems to integrated resource 






The Piedra Road area (Figure 2) is located south of the 
San Juan Mountains. The San Juan Province is a well-defined 
group of high, rugged mountains, that are mostly surrounded by 
lowland plateaus (Atwood and Mather, 1932). The southern 
boundary of the San Juan Mountains is defined by the 
relatively lower and flatter lands of the Colorado Plateau. 
The study area is situated at the border of these two 
physiographic provinces and has geology and landforms 
characteristic of both.
The geology of the area includes rocks of sedimentary and 
igneous origin (Table 1). The high-elevation, northern part 
of the study area is composed dominantly of Tertiary volcanic 
rocks. Tuffs and breccias, composed dominantly of quartz- 
latites and andesites, and to a lesser extent basalts and 
rhyolites, are the extrusive rocks mapped in the study area 
(Steven, 1974). A large intrusive body of quartz-monzonite, 
the Eolus granite, is observed in the northern part of the 
area (Steven, 1974).
The southern part of the study area contains 
Pennsylvanian through Cretaceous-aged sedimentary rocks (Table
ER-4024 6
Figure 2. Piedra Road Area looking north across the 




List of Bedrock Formations in Study Area (Steven,1974)
Tertiary Volcanics (Tertiary) - contains tuffs and breccias 
from the San Juan Volcanic field including Fish Canyon, La 
Garita, Sapinero Mesa, Eureka, Dillon Mesa, Ute Ridge, 
Bachelor Mountain, Carpenter Ridge and Crystal Lake Tuffs and 
the Huerto Formation volcanic breccia. Compositions of the 
formations vary from quartz latite to dacite to andesite.
Mesa Verde Formation (Upper Cretaceous) - interbedded thin 
sandstone and dark-gray clay shale underlying glacial material 
of the Middle and East Forks of the Piedra River.
Mancos Shale (Upper Cretaceous) - dark gray calcareous and 
argillaceous marine shales of up to 2,400 feet thick. 
Underlies glacial material in drainages of Weminuche Creek, 
Williams Creek, and the Middle and East Forks of the Piedra 
River.
Dakota Sandstone (Upper Cretaceous) - light gray to brown 
sandstone with interbedded siltstone and carbonaceous shales 
which cap highlands of southern portion of study area.
Morrison and Wanakah Formations (Upper Jurassic) - includes 
varicolored claystone, mudstone and sandstone.
Dolores Formation (Upper Triassic) - nonmarine red shale, 
siltstone, sandstone and limestone pebble conglomerate.
Cutler Formation (Lower Permian) - small outcroppings in 
Piedra WSA of nonmarine red shale, siltstone, sandstone, and 
arkosic conglomerate.
Rico. Hermosa and Molas Formations (Lower Permian and 
Pennsylvanian) - small outcroppings in Piedra WSA of nonmarine 
red-bed shales, siltstones and arkosic sandstones; dark-gray 
marine shales, limestones and sandstone; and mostly marine 
shale, siltstone and conglomerate.
Eolus Granite (Precambrian) - pink to brick red porphyritic 
biotite-hornblende quartz monzonite to granodiorite, biotite 
quartz monzonite and biotite granite.
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1). The most extensive units are the Dakota Sandstone and the 
Mancos Shale. These sedimentary rocks are exposed in the 
drainages of the Piedra River in the southern part of the 
field area. The geologic structures observed in the study 
area, which expose this section of sedimentary rocks, include 
a series of northwest-southeast-trending anticlines and 
synclines that are located south of the Tertiary volcanic 
sequences.
The geomorphology of the area is a result of glacial, 
fluvial and mass wasting (colluvial) processes (Atwood and 
Mather, 1932). Today, the study area is dissected by six 
major tributaries of the Piedra River including Sand Creek, 
Little Sand Creek, Weminuche Creek, Williams Creek, and the 
Middle and East Forks of the Piedra River (Figure 3). These 
tributaries flow out of the San Juan Mountains through 
glaciofluvial valleys that were enhanced by Pleistocene 
glaciers (Atwood and Mather, 1932). The valleys contain 
typical glacial landforms and deposits. The U-shaped valley 
geometries are one of the causes for landslides and debris 
flows in the region.
The abundant glacial deposits comprise the majority of 
the surficial materials suitable for aggregate in the study 
area. Moraine, till, and outwash of Durango-stage glaciers 




1 Inch = 7.5 km
Figure 3. Map of major tributaries to the Piedra River.
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Creeks, as well as in the Middle Fork of the Piedra River 
(Atwood and Mather, 1932). Land forms created by glaciers of 
Wisconsin stage (16 - 36 ka) are the most numerous (Figure 4). 
They can be found in all tributary valleys and possess the 
most definitive of glacial features, including knob and kettle 
topography, terminal and recessional moraines and steep-walled 
lateral moraines.
2.2 General Land Management Information
The natural and recreation resources of the Piedra Area 
are managed by the U.S. Forest Service through the San Juan 
National Forest (Appendix A). The San Juan National Forest 
encompasses approximately 1.8 million acres of land located in 
southwestern Colorado. The goal of the forest managers is to 
both utilize and protect the forest resources without 
degrading the natural state. Therefore, management of the 
land requires establishing priorities balancing national, 
local and regional issues. Resource management issues that 
directly affect aggregate utilization within the forest 
include wilderness management, sensitive-vegetation 




11 [|| |j Pleistocene Glaciers
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Approximately 24% of the San Juan National Forest is 
designated as wilderness, wilderness study areas, research 
natural areas, and wild and scenic river corridors (USDA, 
1983). Wilderness lands are classified by an act of U.S. 
Congress and are part of the National Wilderness Preservation 
System. The System was created in 1964 in a effort to
preserve the natural, or primitive state of these federal 
lands. Designation as wilderness protects lands from
development of mineral resources, and therefore, is exempt 
from any aggregate inventory in the forest.
2.2.2 Sensitive Vegetation Management
Vegetation types critical to the proper ecological 
balance of the forest include: aspen, 16.1 percent; ponderosa 
pine, 18.4 percent; mixed conifer, 9.6 percent; spruce-fir, 
28.0 percent; meadows and grasslands, 8.0 percent; brushland,
6.2 percent; pinyon pine-juniper, 0.8 percent; riparian, 2.1 
percent, and sagebrush, 0.7 percent total land cover
(USDA,1983). Management of these vegetation types is the 
result of both natural succession and vegetation treatment, a 
process by which natural vegetation is impacted by modern 
forest management measures that insure maximum use-potential 
of forest products (USDA, 1983).
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2.2.3 Land Ownership and Forest Road Network
The intermixed federal, state, and private lands within 
the San Juan National Forest boundaries has resulted in a 
complex road and trail access system. Many of these routes 
that cross private land have been made inaccessible to the 
public through private land exchange and development (USDA, 
1983). The San Juan National Forest has the jurisdiction of 
approximately 2,905 miles of access roads. Five hundred and 
sixty-five miles of arterial and collector roads provide 
maximum access to forest resources and are the most well- 
maintained roads in the forest. Most of the local roads exist 
as unimproved dirt surfaces used only by forest personnel and 
private landowners. Much of the transportation system in the 
study area is in need of maintenance and reconstruction. The 
Piedra Road, which is the main collector route in the study 
area, is in similar disrepair (USDA, 1983).
2.2.4 Aggregate Localities
Seventy-six aggregate localities have been inventoried in 
the San Juan National Forest by district managers (Appendix 
A). Developed aggregate sources have been used for short­
term, site-specific, small-scale projects, and are used by 
Federal, County and State agencies (USDA, 1983).
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2.3 The GLQ Mapping System
Galster (1977) first proposed the GLQ system for 
designating surficial deposits and bedrock types on maps that 
would be used in engineering and environmental geology. His 
goal was to create a mapping system that would not only 
describe characteristics of surficial materials for
geologists, but also communicate these properties to the civil 
engineer, the planner and the resource manager. Before the 
GLQ system, engineering geologists used the Unified Soil 
Classification (USC) System to describe and map soil 
properties. However, the USC system has limited use as
deposit origin or landform type is not indicated. Engineering 
geology maps have also been created showing great detail using 
Roman or Arabic numerals, letters or a combination of all 
three (Galster, 1977). However, constant reference to a 
lengthy explanation is required and often not applicable to 
other regions that are mapped. Galster's goal, therefore, was 
to create an inclusive system that efficiently and universally 
describes a deposit, including the geologic processes of 
origin and the resulting engineering characteristics.
The GLQ Mapping System was modified, standardized and 
named by Keaton (1984). The present system incorporates
information about the geologic processes forming the surficial 
material with modifiers of lithology, thickness, and
ER-4024 15
landform-type. Keaton's generalized formula for symbols 
representing surficial materials can be stated as:
e A B (c) (d)
where: A = Genetic Symbol (usually single capital letter), B
= Lithologic Symbol (one or more lower case letters), (c) = 
Qualifier Symbol (one or more lower case letters), (d) =
Thickness (Arabic number with meter or foot symbol), and e = 
Modifier Symbol (one or more lower case letters used to denote 
characteristics of critical engineering significance). GLQ 
symbols may be stacked to indicate layers of distinct 
characteristics. This technique allows the engineer to 
describe successfully all soil overburden gradations or 
changes. The GLQ system is used in this study to condense and 
interpret the characteristics for materials evaluation.
2.4 Engineering Evaluations and Applications
Engineering materials used for both gravel-surfaced and 
asphalt-paved roads are targeted in this study. A comparative 
listing of general road characteristics can be found in Table 
2 (Takallou. et al., 1987).
Asphalt-paved roads are constructed on layers of 
aggregate called base and subbase course (Johnson and Degraff,
1988). Base course is the layer of granular material that is 
located below the wearing surface of a pavement, and is used
ER-4024 16
Table 2
Comparison of Asphalt Roads and Gravel-Surfaced Roads
Asphalt-Paved Roads:
1) Permanent Life
2) 100+ vehicles per day traffic
3) High-strength subgrades
4) Resources invested in construction are extensive
5) Materials used are of high quality
6) Materials not found on site are hauled at extra expense
Gravel-Surfaced (Low-Volume) Roads:
1) Temporary or intermittent use
2) 50-100 vehicles per day
3) 1-5 years of life
4) Low strength subgrades used
5) Resources invested in construction are limited
6) Moderate to low quality materials may be used
7) Materials typically come exclusively from project site
for road support, drainage enhancement, and moisture
prevention (Yoder, 1959). Rigid asphalt pavements are 
designed with a second, or subbase, course located between the 
base course and the subgrade. The subbase is included to add 
support and increase flexibility to the wearing surface 
(Johnson and DeGraff, 1988).
Gravel-surfaced or low-volume roads are temporary, and 
are constructed of lesser quality materials known as soil- 
aggregate. The soil-aggregate mixture, which is graded 
directly to the subgrade, contains enough coarse fraction to 
add strength to the road surface from grain-to-grain contact 
of particles, and sufficient fine fraction to increase road
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density, flexibility, and cohesion. Although inferior, soil- 
aggregate mixtures are still required to sustain considerable 
loads, withstand abrasive action from traffic, and contain 
sufficient binder (clay-rich material) to hold aggregate in 
place (Yoder, 1959). As a result, clay-rich soil-aggregates 
are susceptible to frost heave due to poor drainage (Takallou, 
1987).
Turner (1973) suggested that methods of evaluating 
surficial materials for engineering purposes were inadequate 
when describing the grain-size distribution, parent material, 
and petrography of the material in a universal application. 
Turner also suggested that the following characteristics be 
evaluated in aggregate analysis: volume, environmental
considerations, distance-to-market, cost of refining product, 
zoning regulations, aesthetic and rehabilitation requirements 
and scale of operation.
Verstappen (1983) lists cost of excavation, cost to 
prepare material for use, cost of hauling, and landform 
classification as important evaluation criteria for applying 
geomorphology to evaluating construction materials. Cooke and 
Doornkamp (1974) recommend that landform, grain-size 
characteristics, particle shape, mineralogy, weathering 
characteristics, distribution and depth of a deposit, and 
overburden properties be analyzed in the evaluation process.
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Cost may be the most significant factor in the assessment 
of engineering materials. Three dominant characteristics that 
are essential for aggregate evaluation include cost of 
excavation, cost to prepare material for use and cost of 
hauling material (Cooke and Doornkamp, 1974).
2.5 Resource Assessment with Geographic Information Systems
2.5.1 Definition of a Geographic Information System
A geographic information system (GIS) is a computerized 
database management and modeling tool used for the capture, 
storage, retrieval, analysis, transformation and display of 
spatial, or locationally defined, data. Geographic data 
describe the real world in terms of position with respect to 
(1) a known coordinate system, (2) attributes that are related 
to position and (3) spatial interrelations with each other 
(Burrough, 1986). The components of geographic information 
systems include data input or capture, data storage, retrieval 
and manipulation, data analysis, and data display.
2.5.2 Data Input
Data input includes all methods of transforming existing 
geographical or spatial data into digital form. This process 
includes hand-digitizing of maps at different scales, 
automated digital scanning of maps and lists of data, hand
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entry of data into a digital file, or access of pre-existing 
digital data including remotely sensed images and aerial 
photography (Burrough, 1986). Each point, line, or area 
element in a GIS is given non-graphic information. This 
information is referred to as an attribute. Once data has 
been input and referenced to a common coordinate system, the 
data exist as a library of information concerning the 
particular study area.
2.5.3 Data Storage, Retrieval and Manipulation
Data storage involves the way in which input data is 
structured and organized. This involves how point, line, and 
areal data is to be handled by the computer system and 
interpreted by the user (Burrough, 1986).
Data manipulation and editing refers to changes made in 
raw data to remove errors, to make data current, or to match 
the data to other data sets. This transformation is performed 
on the spatial or non-spatial aspects of the data, either 
separately or in combination. Most of these manipulation 
functions, such as scale-changing, data-fitting to new 
projections, arc/node aligning (cleaning), data-retrieving, 
and attribute labeling, are quite time-consuming (Burrough, 
1986).
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Spatial data of a GIS can be represented as triangular 
meshes, vectors, and rasters (including quadtrees). 
Triangular meshes (TINs) are terrain models that use a sheet 
of continuous, connected angular facets based on triangulation 
of irregularly spaced points or nodes (Burrough, 1986). TINs 
are most applicable for precise observations of a continuous 
variable.
Vectors can be stored in three different data forms 
including points, lines, and areas. Point data are stored as 
one-dimensional entities and are often referred to as nodes 
(Burroughs, 1986). Line data, or a series of connected 
points, are stored as one-dimensional entities and are often 
referred to as arcs (Burroughs, 1986). Area data can be 
stored as two-dimensional entities and are often referred to 
as polygons (Burroughs, 1986).
Vectors are approximations, but are the most precise data 
capture method. Vector systems can be used easily for 
overlaying files of different resolution. However, the many 
formats that exist make data exchange difficult. In addition, 
vector data bases tend to be large, and overlays and other 
boolean operations are complex and time consuming
Raster data structures consist of an array of grid cells, 
or pixels, that are referenced by a row number and a column 
number. Each pixel contains an attribute number that
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corresponds to a characteristic being mapped (Burrough, 1986).
Rasters are approximations that usually have less 
resolution than vectors. As the resolution of raster images 
increases, the data-base file size increases geometrically. 
Therefore, high resolution is attainable with raster data sets 
at the detriment of data-base file size. However, the less 
complex raster format makes data exchange easier.
Quadtrees are data structures in a raster data base that 
seek to minimize data storage. Quadtrees are also 
approximations, but have nearly the accuracy of vectors. As 
the resolution increases, the size of a database increases 
linearly. Overlays and other boolean operations are more 
complex than raster operations, but not as complex as vector 
operations. Finally, quadtrees have no standard formats, but 
convert to raster formats easily.
2.5.4 Data Analysis
Geographic information systems were designed to perform 
large, often tedious and complex, mathematical and spatial- 
modeling operations efficiently. As a result, GIS's are 
effective in integrated resource assessments that often 
involve multi-faceted data sets requiring multi-disciplinary 
data analysis.
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Three frequently used methods of analysis include boolean 
algebra, reclassification, and indexing overlays (Burrough, 
1986; Tydac Technologies, 1989). Boolean algebra uses the 
operators AND, OR, XOR, and NOT to determine specific 
conditions• This boolean logic typically is demonstrated
using Venn Diagrams.
Reclassification is an operation where a group of 
polygons (Figure 5), coded with two or more attributes, are 
redefined to show the sum of the polygons having a single 
attribute. During the reclassification process, the GIS 
renames two or more adjacent polygons that are assigned the 
same new name or attribute. As a result, the lines between 
these polygons are dissolved and a new polygon network is 
constructed (Burrough, 1986).
Engineers and land managers frequently overlay a series 
of maps to determine the conditions that are suitable for a 
project, or have the greatest probability of occurrence. By 
assigning ratings to map entities, the evaluator defines those 
conditions that favorable. The user can also emphasize the 
thematic map (or series of maps) that are important in the 
evaluation process by index overlays (TYDAC Technologies,
1989). The mathematical operation conducted on each polygon 







Figure 5. Diagram showing reclassification of GIS polygon
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Cell (Polygon) Value =
(Weight of Map 1 * Rank of the Legend Item 
+ Weight of Map 2 * Rank of the Legend Item 
+...)/Total Weight,
This operation results in a single map containing all the 
polygons of intersection that occur during the overlay 
procedure. Information gathered during this procedure can be 
printed or displayed in the form of maps, tables, graphs or 
charts.
2.5.5 Selected GIS Systems
The GIS systems used for this study include Environmental 
Science Research Institute's ARC/INFO and Tydac Technologies 
Spatial Analysis System (SPANS). ARC/INFO is a vector-based 
system that allows for easy data entry and arc-node 
manipulation necessary for database creation. SPANS is a 
raster-based system that utilizes quadtree data structures.
The ARC/INFO system is used in this study for data entry, 
arc-node manipulation, and topographic analyses. The SPANS 
system is used in this study for spatial modeling, indexing 




An evaluation method was developed that incorporates all 
factors of aggregate assessment including quality, engineering 
cost, and environmental impact. This method includes a 
logical progression of map creation, interpretation, 
manipulation, evaluation and analysis (Figures 6, 7, and 8) to 
effectively isolate suitable aggregate reserves.
Basic data sources, including agricultural soil surveys, 
aerial photographs, Soil Conservation Service vegetation maps, 
Forest Service resource maps, and digital elevation tapes, 
were interpreted, input, and organized into a GIS. This 
process of preliminary data gathering and manipulation 
included map scanning, arc/node aligning (cleaning), attribute 
labeling, and terrain modeling (Figure 6 and 7). A series of 
seven primary maps, including GLQ, vegetation, slope, aspect, 
land-use, roads, and land ownership, were developed from these 
basic data sources and were used as the principal GIS database 
for the aggregate assessment process.
Next, secondary or derivative maps were developed from 
the primary database. These maps are the products of (1) one 
or more primary maps, (2 ) one or more derivative maps, or (3) 
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Flow chart showing integration of assessment
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(Figures 6 and 7).
Maps describing aggregate quality or the engineering 
costs of aggregate extraction were developed including 
aggregate material resource quality, scale of operation, and 
distance-to-roads maps (Figure 6). First, the GLQ/Materials 
map was reclassified into twelve single-factor maps that 
include information needed for aggregate quality assessment 
(Figure 6). Next, aggregate material resource quality was 
evaluated using a index overlaying process (Figure 6). The 
characteristics of each deposit represented in the single­
factor maps were rated on a 1-10 scale (10 being a 
characteristic contributing to higher quality aggregate).
Project scale was defined as the volume of potential 
useable natural gravel ultimately graded to the road surface. 
A module that is part of the SPANS GIS system was used to 
calculate these volumes (Figure 6).
A distance-to-roads map was made to determine the 
accessibility of each deposit, and thus, determine increased 
cost of aggregate extraction. Parallel buffer zones were 
generated at estimated intervals from forest roads that show 
a change in aggregate accessibility (Figure 6).
Maps describing the environmental impacts of aggregate 
development also were developed including reclamation 
potential, hillslope failure potential, visual impact and
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land-use suitability maps (Figure 7), All maps describing the 
environmental impacts of aggregate development were created 
using an index overlaying procedure.
Reclamation potential was defined as the ability to 
return the site to the original, pre-disturbance conditions. 
Primary data sources used to derive this map includes 
vegetation, slope and GLQ maps (Figure 7).
Existing geologic conditions that may cause landslide or 
hillslope failure were evaluated to determine if site 
disturbance may cause landslides. Primary data sources used 
to derive this map include: GLQ, vegetation, slope and aspect
maps (Figure 7).
Adverse visual impacts that would occur during aggregate 
operations include: visual sitings of construction
operations, destruction of vegetation cover, and disturbances 
from machinery noise. Primary data sources used to determine 
areas that are impacted include: vegetation, land-use,
distance-to-roads, and land-ownership maps (Figure 7).
A land-use suitability map was developed to determine if 
aggregate extraction activities would be compatible with 
existing land-use practices. Primary data sources used to 
determine these suitable areas include: land-use management
and land-ownership maps (Figure 7).
Finally, the secondary, or derivative, maps were
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manipulated using an index overlaying procedure to assess the 
regional aggregate resource suitability (Figure 8). Each of 
the seven secondary maps was assigned a ranking value between 
0 and 100 percent and the suitability of each deposit for use 
as aggregate was determined.
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate (1) the 
effectiveness of map rankings, (2) the limiting nature of 
engineering cost or environmental impact factors, and (3) the 
effectiveness of GIS manipulation. A series of ten 
assessments were conducted with different weights assigned to 
each of the seven maps. An area analysis was conducted after 
each overlay procedure to determine the percent area decrease 






4.1.1 Preliminary Data Interpretation and Mapping
Soil survey analysis, aerial photograph and geomorphic 
landform interpretation, and field mapping and checking were 
completed to locate and map surficial deposits. Soil surveys 
were used to delineate deposits with suitable engineering 
properties, terrain characteristics, and soil thickness, type, 
and composition. Aerial photograph interpretation was then 
used to locate similar deposits and to refine boundaries on 
surficial deposit distribution (Figure 9).
The preliminary maps were then field checked, and an on­
site evaluation of engineering properties characterizing the 
materials was performed (Table 3). These engineering 
properties were observed at three different locations for each 
site to evaluate variation. The relative average of these 
properties was then recorded. Surficial materials of 
pedogenic or residual origin, characterized as dominantly fine 
grained in composition and containing a heavily weathered 
coarse-fraction, were omitted because these deposits are 
unsuitable for use as aggregate (Verstappen, 1983). In 
















1. Geomorphic Process of Origin
2. Landform Type
3. Dominant Grain-Size
4. Minimum Thickness of 6rauel Deposit
5. Maximum Thickness of Gravel Deposit
6. Average Thickness of Gravel Deposit
7. Minimum Percent Fines
8. Maximum Percent Fines
9. Percent IDeathered Coarse-Fraction
10. Percent Boulders
11. Dominant Grain-Size Overburden
12. Thickness of Overburden




Properties Recorded during On-site Work
1) A GLQ type description of the deposit
2) Range of gravel thickness
3) Unified Soil Classification of overburden
4) Range of overburden thickness
5) Generalized petrographic description of coarsefraction
6) Percent weathered coarse fraction (>sand size)
7) Percent fines (#200 sieve passing)
8) Percent oversize boulders (>2 ft. dia)
from this study as the mineral resources within these 
boundaries are not exploitable.
4.1.2 On-Site Data Collection
Process of origin, landform type, grain-size distribution 
(Figure 10), thickness, overburden soil type and overburden 
thickness were observed and recorded as GLQ characteristics 
for each deposit. In addition, four engineering properties, 
including percent fines, percent oversize boulders, percent 
weathered coarse-fraction, and petrographic descriptors were 
observed. Fines are defined as all particles passing a #200 
sieve (smaller than .074 mm), and were estimated in the field 
according to ASTM field procedures (ASTM, 1990). Percent 
oversize boulders include those particles greater than 2 ft 
(61 cm) in diameter. This measurement is made to calculate 
the percentage of each deposit that is unsuitable because the
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Figure 10. Chart defining grain-size distribution parameters.
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boulder size exceeds the dimensions accepted by a moderate- 
size crusher.
The percent of the weathered coarse-fraction was 
evaluated. Coarse fraction includes all particles retained on 
a #10 sieve (greater than 2 mm). This characteristic was 
observed as a "weathering rind" on all coarser material. 
Degree of weathering is important because gravel plasticity 
and percent fines are increased when weathered material is 
processed through normal crusher operations and road-surfacing 
wear.
Finally, a generalized hand-specimen petrographic 
description of all coarse particles was recorded. Most of the
deposits observed contain particles of andesitic and dacitic
composition. As a result, most aggregates in the study area 
may have the same chemical reactivity. Therefore, this factor 
is not included in the regional aggregate evaluation process.
4.1.3 Mapping Results
4.1.3.1 Glacial Deposits
Deposits formed from glacial processes are dominant and 
include both ice-contact and glaciofluvial outwash. Ice- 
contact deposits, including tills and moraines, vary from 0 to 
60 feet (0-18 m) thick and contain dominantly clay fines. 
Residual soils forming on these deposits vary from 0 to 5 feet
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(0-1.5 m) thick and are also mostly clay dominant.
Areally extensive deposits of undifferentiated glacial 
till were mapped along the southeast edge of the East Fork of 
the Piedra River. Also, less extensive till deposits were 
located in the drainages of Sand Creek and Little Sand Creek 
(Figure 3). All three deposits are characterized as unsorted 
(we11-graded), clay-rich, and containing subangular to 
subrounded particles (Figure 11).
Glacial moraines (Figure 12) were mapped in the Weminuche 
Creek and Williams Creek drainages. Weminuche Creek has an 
extensive lateral moraine on the western valley wall that may 
be the result of several glacial advances. The southern 
terminus of the U-shaped valley also contains a breached 
terminal moraine that has characteristic hummocky topography. 
Boulders present in this ice-contact deposit are greater than 
five feet (1.52 m) in diameter.
Lateral moraines were mapped along both valley walls in 
the Williams Creek drainage. A well-dissected recessional 
moraine was also mapped in the valley (Figure 3).
Glaciofluvial deposits mapped include dissected outwash 
plains (Figure 13) and outwash valley trains (Figure 14). 
Outwash plains, or sheet deposits, can be found in the Middle 
Fork valley at elevations above the present day drainage. 
These well-sorted (poorly-graded) outwash deposits consist of
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Figure 11. Glacial till deposit.
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Figure 12. Glacial moraine.
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Figure 13. Dissected glaciofluvial outwash plain.
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Figure 14. Outwash valley train.
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well-rounded sand and gravel material and considerably fewer 
clay fines (Figure 15). Dissected outwash sheet deposits and 
valley trains were mapped in the O'Neil Hill-Windy Pass region 
(Figure 16).
4.1.3.2 Alluvial Deposits
Floodplains and/or stream deposits (Figure 17) are 
located in Weminuche Creek, Williams Creek, and the Middle and 
East Forks of the Piedra River. Floodplain deposits are 
characteristically well-sorted (poorly-graded) sands and 
gravels that frequently contain alternating layers of clay- 
and organic-rich material. Overburden soils also contain 
organic-rich material, but are dominantly silty sands.
River terrace deposits (Figure 18) can be found in the 
Piedra River valley at the confluence of Williams Creek and 
the Middle and East Forks of the Piedra River (Figure 3). 
These terraces, which differ from outwash plains, contain 
fewer oversized boulders and less clay and silt sized fine­
grained material (Figure 19). These deposits range from 1 to 
10 feet (0-3 m) thick. Overburden soils are sandy and are 
rarely thicker than 1 foot (30 cm).
Alluvial and debris flow fans (Figure 20) have also been 
observed in the study area. These fluvial and mass movement 
deposits are derived from colluvium and glacial till. The
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Figure 15. Glacial outwash deposit.
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Figure 16. O'Neil Hill (Dissected outwash plain).
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Figure 17. Stream channel.
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Figure 18. River terraces.
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Figure 19. River terrace deposit.
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Figure 20. Debris flow fan deposit.
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deposits contain angular particles ranging in size from silt 
to boulders (Figure 21), vary in thickness from 5 to 15 feet 
(1.5-4.6 m), and contain less than 6 in. (10 cm) of soil 
overburden.
4.1.3.3 Colluvial Deposits
Colluvial processes continue to rework and reshape the 
deposits and landforms of the region. Creep is a dominant 
process currently degrading older glacial outwash and till 
deposits. Poorer quality aggregate is associated with these 
deposits (Figure 22). However, considerable fractions of 
coarse material have been mapped in colluvium (Figure 23) 
formed from the mixing and reworking of outwash with 
underlying Mancos Shale bedrock.
4.1.4 GLQ Data Entry
The final GLQ/Materials map resulting from on-site data 
collection was digitally scanned, cleaned, and attributed 
(Appendix C and Figure 9). This digital GLQ map is needed to 
evaluate aggregate quality, calculate aggregate volumes, and 
determine reclamation potential.
4.2 Road Distribution Map
A road distribution map, manually constructed from USDA
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Figure 21. Particle distribution in debris flow fan deposit.
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Figure 22. Colluvial slope wash.
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Figure 23. Colluvium formed from reworked outwash deposits.
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Forest Service resource maps, was digitally scanned, cleaned 
and attributed (Figure 24). This digital road map of the 
study area (Figure 25) is used to evaluate ground distances 
from the Piedra Road network to the deposits of acceptable 
quality.
4.3 Vegetation Map
A vegetation map, manually constructed from USDA Soil 
Conservation Service vegetation maps, was digitally scanned, 
cleaned and attributed (Figure 26). This digital vegetation 
map of the study area (Figure 27) contains information 
pertaining to type and areal extent (Appendix E) of natural 
and man-altered land cover and is needed to interpret relative 
effects of aggregate extraction on visual impact, reclamation 
potential, and hillslope failure potential.
4.4 Land-Use Management Map
A land-use management map, manually constructed from a 
Forest Service resource map, was digitally scanned, cleaned, 
and attributed (Figure 28). This digital land-use map of the 
study area (Figure 29) contains information pertaining to 
methods (Appendix D) and areal extent (Appendix E) of land-use 
practices. This map is needed to properly assess impacts of 
aggregate extraction on other forest resources.
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Figure 24. Flow chart showing procedure for creation and
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Figure 28. Flow chart showing procedure for creation and








Figure 29. Digital Land-Use Management Map.
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4.5 Land Ownership Map
A land ownership map, manually constructed from USDA 
Forest Service resource maps, was digitally scanned, cleaned 
and attributed (Figure 30). This digital land ownership map 
of the study area (Figure 31) contains information pertaining 
to land ownership and areal extent (Appendix E) of 
inaccessible lands. This map is needed to interpret the 
relative effects of aggregate extraction on visual impact and 
to interpret accessibility of deposits based on land-use 
practices.
4.6 Slope and Aspect Maps
Elevation data for the Durango West Quadrangle was 
obtained in a USGS, 1 degree digital elevation model (DEM). 
A DEM is a digital representation of the continuous variation 
of relief over space (Burrough, 1986). Elevation data 
contained in these DEMs is stored in a matrix or rectangular 
grid of rasters. These altitude matrices, containing actual 
elevations of the earth's surface at 3 arc-second intervals, 
were used to create slope-gradient and slope-aspect maps of 
the study area.
First, the altitude matrix was converted into a 
Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) using the ARC/INFO TIN 
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Figure 32. Flow chart showing conversion of digital elevation 
data into slope and aspect maps.
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calculated (Figure 32) by the ARC/INFO program using the 
equation:
tan G = [(dZ/dX)2+(dZ/dY)2](1/2);
where Z is the altitude, X and Y are the map coordinates of 
the altitude, and G is the gradient of the slope in degrees 
(ESRI, 1989). The slope-aspect values then were calculated 
(Figure 32) using the equation:
tan A = -(dZ/dY)/(dZ/dX);
where Z is the altitude, X and Y are the map coordinates of 
the altitude, and A is the slope azimuth (ESRI, 1989).
Finally, both slope and aspect maps were reclassified 
(Figure 32). The slope map (Figure 33) was created by 
reclassifying gradient values for each triangular facet into 
four classes including flat terrain (0-1 degree), gentle to 
moderate slopes (1-15 degrees), moderate to steep slopes (15- 
30 degrees) and very steep slopes (>30 degrees). The aspect 
map (Figure 34) was created by reclassifying slope azimuths 
into five classes including NE, SE, SW, NW, and flat (no 
azimuth). Slope and aspect information are needed for 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
5.1 Aggregate Quality and Engineering Costs Maps
First and second derivative maps used to describe and 
evaluate aggregate quality and the engineering costs of 
aggregate extraction were developed. First derivative maps 
include GLQ single-factor maps and the distance-to-roads map 
(Figure 6). Second derivative maps include aggregate material 
resource quality and scale-of-operation maps (Figure 6).
5.1.1 GLQ Single-Factor Maps
The digital GLQ map was reclassified to create a series 
of twelve, single-factor, first derivative maps (Figure 9). 
These maps were used both to evaluate aggregate quality and 
calculate potential aggregate volumes.
5.1.1.1 Process, Grain-Size, and Landform Maps
Maps showing geomorphic process of origin, dominant 
grain-size and landform type were developed. The geomorphic 
process of origin map (Figure 35) shows the genesis of the 
landforms and deposits. The landform type map (Figure 36) 
shows those geomorphic features that are evaluated for 
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Figure 35. Geomorphic Process of Origin Map.
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Figure 36. Landform Type Map.
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quality assessment. The dominant grain-size map was generated 
for each GLQ deposit (Figure 37). This map indicates glacial 
outwash, floodplains and river terraces contain greater than 
17% sandy material. Glacial moraines and tills contain 
greater than 17% silty material, and glacial deposits that 
have been reworked by creep and mixed with Mancos shale 
residuum contain greater than 17% clay material.
5.1.1.2 Minimum, Maximum, and Average Thickness Maps
Gravel deposit thickness maps show minimum (Figure 38),
maximum (Figure 39) and average thicknesses (Figure 40) of 
natural deposits as observed by on-site mapping. Most 
deposits range from 0 to 35 ft (0-10 m). Floodplain deposit 
thicknesses are coded as "Unknown Thickness" because of 
variability in on-site estimates.
5.1.1.3 Minimum and Maximum Percent Fines Maps
Minimum and maximum percent fines maps show variations in 
the percentage of fine-grained materials (<#200 sieve) in each 
GLQ deposit (Figures 41 and 42). These maps delineate 
deposits that naturally contain the adequate proportion of 
fine-grained material for road aggregate. Minimum and maximum 
percentages are specified to demonstrate the natural variation 
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Figure 39. Map showing maximum thickness of gravel deposits.
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40. Map showing average thickness of gravel deposits.
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5.1.1.4 Percent Weathered Coarse-Fraction Map
A percent of weathered coarse fraction map (Figure 43) 
also was developed. This map shows those deposits in the 
study area containing from 0 to 25 percent weathered material.
5.1.1.5 Percent Oversize Boulders Map
The percent of oversize boulders map (Figure 44) 
indicates those deposits containing oversize material that may 
be unsuitable for aggregate use. Both the oversize boulders 
and weathered coarse-fraction maps are critical for 
calculating the volume of useable aggregate in each deposit.
5.1.1.6 Overburden Properties Maps
Overburden properties including dominant grain-size of 
fines present in overburden materials (Figure 45) and 
overburden thickness (Figure 46) were mapped. These maps 
indicate that most overburden materials are composed 
dominantly of silt. However, floodplain and fan deposits are 
composed mostly of sand. Overburden thicknesses vary from 0 
to 5 feet (0-1.5 m).
5.1.2 Distance-to-Roads Map
The expense of transporting aggregate is a major part of 
the cost per unit volume of the material and a significant
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Figure 46. Map showing the thickness of overburden material.
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factor in the final determination of aggregate extraction 
suitability (Griggs and Gilchrist, 1977). Cooke and Doornkamp 
(1974) state that the cost of gravel at a distance 20 to 27 km 
from a pit may double the material cost at the pit. 
Therefore, site access is considered. In the study area, most 
aggregate will be used in road construction and maintenance. 
Therefore, the distance from the excavation site to study area 
roads is critical.
A first derivative, distance-to-roads map was developed 
by generating parallel buffer zones along each road (Figure 
6). The width of the buffer zone was estimated by delineating 
• 1 km, .2 km, .3 km, .4 km, .5 km, 1.0 km, and 5.0 km zones 
(Figure 47) and assigning values of 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 3, and 1, 
respectively. These buffer zones are used in the final 
regional aggregate assessment to evaluate aggregate 
suitability based on haulage distance. They also are used to 
determine the visual impact of aggregate extraction.
5.1.3 Aggregate Material Resource Quality Maps
The first derivative maps used in evaluating aggregate 
material resource quality include geomorphic process of 
origin, landform type, dominant particle size, maximum percent 
fines, percent of weathered coarse-fraction, dominant 
grain-size of overburden material and overburden thickness
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maps. A ten point scale is assigned to rate and rank these 
maps in an index overlay procedure (Figure 6). Map polygons 
containing good quality characteristics are assigned scores of 
9 or 10, while those indicating lesser quality are assigned 
scores of 0, 1 or 2. A zero rating indicates that a deposit 
is unsuitable for aggregate if evaluated solely on one 
particular factor. However, in combination with other
factors, the deposit may be suitable for development. In 
comparison, if a critical single factor renders the deposit 
unsuitable (for example, private land ownership), a value of - 
1 is assigned and the deposit is removed from the evaluation.
5.1.3.1 Road-Base Evaluation Criteria
Aggregate used in road-base construction was evaluated 
(Appendix F). A map was made showing the location of suitable 
gravel deposits (Figure 48).
The deposits of alluvial processes are assigned a rating 
of 10. These deposits are subjected to sorting by water 
action, and as a result, undesirable fines are removed. The 
more washed and sorted the deposit, the less processing will 
be required to finish the product (Cooke and Doornkamp, 1974).
The deposits of glacial processes in the study area are 
dominantly glaciofluvial. However, some ice-contact deposits 
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Figure 48. Map showing aggregate quality of road-base 
material (Index 10 = best quality).
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Therefore, the deposits of glacial processes are assigned a 
rating of 8.
Deposits of colluvial processes are assigned a value of 
0 in this study area. Most colluvial deposits are observed in 
clay-rich soils formed on the Mancos Shale and have minimal 
value for aggregate.
Mixed deposits of glacial and colluvial material are also 
unsuitable and are assigned a rating of 1. For example, many 
outwash deposits are being reworked by colluvial processes and 
have been incorporated into slope wash. These processes 
result in a mixture of gravel through boulder-sized material 
with clay fines fraction derived from Mancos Shale residuum.
Landforms contain deposits that are characterized by 
sorting, rounding, cross-bedding and coarse aggregate 
probability. Each landform is assigned a suitability rating 
based on the combination of these characteristics•
Floodplains and stream channels in the study area are 
assigned the highest rating (10). These landforms are 
composed of deposits that are well-sorted, rounded, 
gravel-sized material with minor amounts of finer sands and 
silts. These characteristics decrease the compaction and 
moisture retention properties of the aggregate (Christenson, 
1983).
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Fluvial terraces, which contain deposits similar in 
composition to floodplains and channels of the study area, are 
also good aggregate sources and, therefore assigned a value of 
10. In addition, well-sorted, well-stratified glaciofluvial 
outwash sheets and valley trains are observed. However, these 
deposits locally contain finer, clay-rich material and a 
greater size distribution of particles. Therefore
glaciofluvial landforms are assigned a rating of 9.
Alluvial fans in the study area are assigned a rating of 
8. These fans typically contain coarse-grained, angular rock, 
but are poorly-sorted (well-graded).
Glacial tills and moraines typically have good coarse 
aggregate probability and are assigned a rating of 2. These 
ice-contact materials are poorly stratified, but are not 
well-sorted (poorly-graded) and contain large quantities of 
clay fines. As a result, these materials are often used only 
as road fill borrow (Fikdal, 1982).
Colluvial slope wash deposits are dominantly clay-rich 
soils or clay intermixed with outwash sheet deposits. These 
materials have minimal value for aggregate use, and are 
assigned a rating of 1.
Dominant particle type of each deposit was evaluated 
(Appendix F). Deposits that contain sand require less 
processing and, therefore, result in the best quality and
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least expensive aggregate (Cooke and Doornkamp, 1974). Sand- 
dominant deposits (greater than 16%) are assigned a rating of 
10, and silt-dominant deposits, which require more processing, 
are assigned a rating of 1.
Clay-rich deposits are assigned a rating of 0. Some clay 
is required in road-base material to maintain moisture 
retention and density. However, larger quantities of clay 
fines tend to decrease grain-to-grain contact and reduce 
surface bearing strength (Yoder, 1959).
The maximum percentage of particles passing a #200 sieve 
(smaller than .074 mm) for each deposit was evaluated 
(Appendix F). The recommended engineering standards indicate 
that maximum density for well-graded aggregate results when 
material contains about 8 to 10 percent fines, while maximum 
stability occurs at 6 to 8 percent fines (Yoder, 1959). 
Therefore, those deposits containing 5 to 10 percent fines 
require the least processing and are assigned a rating of 10. 
Those deposits containing 0 to 5 percent and 10 to 15 percent 
fines are assigned ratings of 8 and 9, respectively. Ratings 
for the remaining deposits are decreased incrementally as the 
percentage of fines increases (Appendix F).
The maximum percent of weathered coarse-fraction 
determines the strength of the aggregate. Deposits containing 
0 to 5 percent weathered fines are assigned a rating of 10.
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Deposits containing 5 to 10 percent weathered fines are more 
costly to process and assigned a rating of 9. Deposits 
containing greater than 10 percent weathered fines are 
unsuitable, and are assigned a rating of 1 or 0.
Overburden soils may contain fines and deleterious 
organics that decrease aggregate strength, increase potential 
for chemical reactivity, and increase processing time and cost 
(Cooke and Doornkamp, 1974). Overburden soil in the study 
area contains enough fines and organics to necessitate removal 
prior to excavation. However, overburden soil with a 
thickness of 0 to 2 feet (0-.61 m) is mapped as topsoil and 
will have to be removed for reclamation purposes. Therefore, 
these soils are assigned a rating of 10. Overburden soils 
between 2 and 5 feet (.61 and 1.5 m) thick will require extra 
excavation, and are assigned a rating of 3. Overburden soils 
greater than 5 feet (1.5 m) thick requiring costly excavation 
are assigned a rating of 0.
Overburden properties also are evaluated according to 
dominant grain-size (Appendix F). Deposits containing sandy 
overburden soils are more desirable than those containing silt 
or clay-rich soils. Therefore, sandy soils are assigned a 
rating of 10, while silty soils are assigned a rating of 1.
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5.1.3.2 Road-Base Evaluation Results
The quality of deposits used as road-base are identified 
as a result of the aggregate evaluation process (Figure 48). 
Good quality aggregate, rated at 8-10, includes alluvial 
floodplain, stream channel, fan and terrace deposits. Fair 
quality deposits, rated at 4-7, include glacial outwash and 
valley trains, and poor quality deposits, rated at 0-3, 
include glacial till and colluvial slope wash deposits.
5•1.3.3 Gravel-Surfacing Evaluation Criteria
Aggregate used for road-surfacing in construction of low 
volume roads was evaluated. Criteria stated in Section 4.2.1 
were rated (Appendix G) and a map was made showing the 
location of suitable (but lesser quality) deposits (Figure 
49).
Alluvial and glacial deposits are assigned a rating of 
10. Glacial/colluvial materials are assigned a value of 2, 
therefore locating deposits of lesser quality. Colluvial 
deposits which are the least suitable, are rated as 1.
Floodplain, terrace and outwash landforms are assigned 
values of 10. Alluvial fans, as discussed in Section 4.4.1.1, 
are rated as 8. Glacial moraines and tills, including those 
of abundant fine fraction are rated as 6, and slope wash 












Figure 49. Map showing aggregate quality of road-surfacing 






Sandy deposits are assigned a rating of 10. Silty and 
clayey deposits are assigned ratings of 5 and 3, respectively.
The maximum percentage of fines (passing a #200 sieve) 
used in soil-aggregate mixtures has been specified as 8 to 15 
percent (Meyer and Hudson, 1987). This percentage allows for 
(1) sufficient fines to fill all voids, (2) stability from 
grain-to-grain contact, and (3) decreased permeability (Yoder, 
1959). Therefore, deposits containing 5 to 15 percent fines 
are assigned a rating of 10. Deposits containing 0 to 5 
percent and 15 to 20 percent fines are assigned a rating of 9. 
For deposits containing more than 20 percent fines, ratings 
are decreased incrementally for each 5 percent increase in 
fines (Appendix G).
Ratings for weathered coarse-fraction are adjusted to 
account for more fine fraction in the aggregate. As a result, 
ratings are decreased by a factor of two as percent of 
weathered coarse-fraction increases by 5 (Appendix G).
Overburden soil ratings are also adjusted. All soils 
less than 5 feet (1.5 m) are targeted as good and assigned a 
rating of 5.
5.1.3.4 Gravel-Surfacing Evaluation Results
The quality of deposits used for gravel-surfacing were 
identified as a result of the aggregate evaluation process
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(Figure 49). Good quality aggregate, rated at 8-10, include 
alluvial floodplain, stream channel, terrace, fan and glacial 
outwash deposits. Fair quality deposits, rated at 5-7, 
include glacial tills and moraines, and colluvial complexes, 
while poorer quality deposits, rated at 0-4, include 
glacial/colluvial deposits.
5.1.4 Scale-of-Operation Map
Project scale is defined in this study as the potential 
volume of useable natural gravel in each deposit. The 
quantity of useable natural gravel available for exploitation 
at one location should be adequate for sustained production 
for a period sufficient to justify the large capital 
investment incurred in start-up costs (Cooke and Doornkamp, 
1974). Therefore, calculation of aggregate volume involves 
the actual quantity of useable, or good quality, material that 
will be graded to the road surface.
A computer modeling package within SPANS was used to 
calculate the potential minimum and maximum aggregate volumes 
(Appendix H and Figure 6). Material volume subtracted from 
the total volume of the natural deposit includes all fines 
passing a #200 sieve (smaller than .074 mm), all sand-sized 
material, all oversize-boulder material and the percentage of 
weathered coarse-fraction.
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This map of deposit volumes was reclassified to include 
ten volume categories (Figure 50) based on the distribution of 
material volumes (Figure 6). These volumes are rated 
incrementally with the highest rating of 10 assigned to the 
largest deposits. The largest deposits are most desirable for 
development.
5.2 Environmental Impacts Maps
First and second derivative maps used to describe the 
environmental impacts of aggregate extraction were developed. 
First derivative maps include reclamation potential, hillslope 
failure, and land-use suitability maps. The second derivative 
map developed is the visual impact map (Figure 7).
5.2.1 Reclamation Potential Map
Current environmental regulations specify that mineral 
extraction sites are to be reclaimed to the original, 
pre-disturbance conditions, including slope contour and 
vegetation stability (Law, 1984). The feasibility of 
reclamation is determined by evaluating existing vegetation 
sensitivity, slope gradient, and surficial material 
composition. Criteria were rated (Appendix I) and a map was 
developed (Figure 7) showing the reclamation potential at 
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factors contributing to good reclamation potential.
Vegetation sensitivity is defined as the potential for 
the present ecosystem to re-establish itself after 
disturbance. Cropland, pastureland, rangeland and mixed 
rangeland cover types are primary ecosystems, and are assigned 
a rating of 10. Aspen communities reinvade to stabilize areas 
within five to ten years (Mutel and Emerick, 1984). As a 
result, aspen communities are assigned a rating of 9. Mixed 
or homogeneous stands of ponderosa pine and Douglas fir 
require a longer period of time to recover after disturbance, 
but are more rapid than white fir or spruce-fir communities 
(Mutel and Emerick, 1984). As a result, these cover types are 
assigned ratings of 5, 3 and 1, respectively. Alpine tundra 
ecosystems recover slowly and are assigned a rating of 0.
Since gravel-extraction operations are destructive of 
contour orientation, slope gradient is used to evaluate 
reclamation potential. Steep, natural slopes are more 
difficult to reclaim than gentle terrain and, therefore, are 
assigned ratings that decrease with increasing gradient 
(Appendix I).
Particle grain-size also affects reclamation potential. 
For example, coarse-textured soils dessicate more rapidly than 
fine-grained soils, especially at the surface where seed 
germination and root development occurs. Fine-grained clayey
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soils, which are plastic when wet and hard when dry are 
difficult to reclaim. Loamy materials containing
approximately equal parts of sand, silt and clay may be the 
best soils for revegetation and reclamation (Law, 1984). 
Therefore, silty soils are assigned the highest rating of 10, 
while sandy and clayey soils are assigned ratings of 5 and 0, 
respectively.
5.2.2 Hillslope Failure Potential Map
All favorable sites selected for gravel-pit operation are 
evaluated for hazardous geologic conditions causing hillslope 
failure. Hillslope failure potential is evaluated using the 
following characteristics: dominant grain-size, vegetation
type, slope aspect, and slope gradient. Criteria were rated 
(Appendix J) and a map was developed (Figure 7) showing gravel 
deposits that may fail (Figure 52). Higher ratings are 
assigned to areas having greater potential for failure.
Dominant particle-size of material affects permeability 
and water retention properties of the slope. Sandy materials 
are well drained and more stable, and are assigned a rating of 
1. Clay-rich soils retain water increasing the driving forces 
causing hillslope failure. Therefore, these deposits are 
assigned a rating of 10. Silty soils have moderate water 
retention properties and are assigned a rating of 5.
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Natural vegetation types are evaluated as related to 
hillslope stability. Plant cover may contribute to slope 
stability by increased evapotranspiration rates and decreased 
water retention in the surficial deposit (Toy and Hadley, 
1987). In addition, some vegetation types, like aspen, may be 
used to delineate areas that are unstable. Higher ratings are 
assigned to vegetation types that indicate higher potential 
for failure.
Heavily forested regions of Douglas fir, white fir, 
ponderosa pine, mixed conifer, and spruce-fir stands reduce 
water content in soils by increasing evapotranspiration and, 
therefore, are assigned a rating of 1. Aspen stands in the 
study area indicate unstable soils and are assigned a rating 
of 7. Cropland, rangeland, and mixed hardwood-rangeland areas 
retain water in surficial materials, and are assigned a rating 
of 10. Tundra regions are unstable due to thin vegetative 
cover and are assigned a rating of 10.
Slope gradient is evaluated as related to hillslope 
failure. As hillslope gradient increases, the forces that 
cause failure increase (Toy and Hadley, 1987). As a result, 
steeper slopes tend to possess higher failure potential. 
Therefore, slope gradient is assigned ratings based on failure 
potential.
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Slope aspect, along with gradient, also influences soil 
moisture. Slope aspect affects the amount of direct solar 
beam irradiation received on hillslopes and the amount of 
drying activity that occurs daily (Toy and Hadley, 1987). 
Therefore, hillslopes that do not receive direct sunlight are 
more likely to fail, and are assigned higher ratings (Appendix 
J).
5.2.3 Land-Use Suitability Map
Land-use suitability is evaluated using the land 
ownership (Figure 31) and land-use management maps (Figure 
29). Criteria were rated (Appendix K) and a map was developed 
(Figure 7) showing areas that are suitable for aggregate 
extraction (Figure 53).
Federally owned forest land is accessible for aggregate 
development and is assigned a rating of 10. State land that 
may be acquired through land exchange is assigned a rating of 
0. A rating of zero indicates that the land has not been 
removed from the evaluation process, but is considered 
unsuitable if evaluated solely on ownership status. 
Wilderness lands and private land are eliminated from the 
evaluation by assigning a -1 rating because aggregate 
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Figure 53. Land-Use Suitability Map (Index 10 = most suitable 
land for aggregate development).
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Aggregate extraction is most suitable in lands designated 
for semi-primitive recreation. These lands are assigned a 
rating of 10. Forest lands designated for grazing and timber 
harvesting may be used for aggregate resource development if 
gravel pit operations are compatible with these land-use 
practices. Therefore, grazing and wood-fiber management areas 
are assigned a rating of 8.
Indicator-species habitat may be disturbed for aggregate 
operations. However, gravel extraction activities must not 
interfere with the needs of these designated species. These 
special habitat areas are assigned a rating of 5. Big-game 
winter range is rarely used for development of aggregate 
resources since construction of access roads and disturbance 
of vegetation cover in these areas is prohibited. Gravel 
resource development is restricted to the perimeter of big- 
game winter range areas and is assigned a rating of 3. 
Aggregate extraction operations are prohibited in wilderness 
lands, reserved natural areas, and private lands. These lands 
are removed from consideration and are assigned a rating of 
-1.
5.2.4 Visual Impact Map
Data used in the visual impact evaluation include the 
land-use management (Figure 29), distance-to-roads (Figure 47)
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and natural vegetation (Figure 27) maps. Criteria were rated 
(Appendix L) and a map was developed (Figure 7) showing areas 
visually impacted by aggregate extraction (Figure 54).
The land-use management map delineates those areas 
potentially impacted by gravel-pit operations, including 
wilderness areas, indicator-species habitat and big-game 
winter range. Adverse impacts include visual sitings of 
construction operations, destruction of vegetation cover, and 
machinery noise. Therefore, buffer zones are established 
around each of these sensitive areas in the following 
increments: .1 km, .2 km, .3 km, .4 km, .5 km and 1.0 km.
Potential gravel-pit operations are assigned ratings that 
increase with distance from sensitive areas.
The road buffer map delineates potential gravel-pit 
locations visible from the Piedra Road. Higher ratings are 
assigned to areas that are furthest from the road network and 
less visually impacted.
The natural vegetation map is reclassified to indicate 
the level of impact caused by disturbance of natural land 
cover. Higher scores are assigned to the natural vegetation 
types that are least visually impacted. For example, 
rangeland disturbance is considered less significant than 
forest clearing of spruce-fir stands.
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Figure 54. Visual Impact Map (Index 10 = areas that are least
sensitive to the visual impacts of aggregate extraction).
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5.3 Regional Aggregate Suitability Assessment
Seven secondary, or derivative, maps, including aggregate 
material resource quality (Figures 48 and 49), scale-of- 
operation (Figure 50), distance-to-roads (Figure 47), 
reclamation potential (Figure 51), hillslope failure potential 
(Figure 52), land-use suitability (Figure 53), and visual 
impact (Figure 54) were evaluated using an index overlay 
procedure to assess the regional aggregate resource 
suitability (Figure 8). Each map was assigned a ranking 
factor between 0 and 100 percent to represent relative 
emphasis, and the suitability of aggregate development was 
assessed.
5.3.1 Evaluation Sensitivity
A sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate (1) the 
effectiveness of map rankings, (2) the limiting nature of 
engineering cost or environmental impact factors, and (3) the 
effectiveness of GIS manipulation. Ten evaluations were 
conducted with different weights assigned to each of the seven 
derivative maps (Figure 8). After each overlay procedure an 
area analysis was conducted to determine the percent area 
decrease in high suitability deposits as the ranking on 
limiting factors was increased.
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5.3.1.1 Aggregate Quality Emphasis
Two aggregate suitability assessments were conducted 
emphasizing only surficial material quality. These 
evaluations were conducted with 100 percent of the emphasis 
being attributed to the aggregate material resource quality 
maps (Table 4). Criteria were ranked and two maps were 
developed showing the suitability of road-base (Figure 55) and 
road-surfacing (Figure 56) deposits. Since suitability is 
based on the single factor of aggregate quality, suitable 
deposits include deposits having good quality material 
including floodplains, stream channels, fans and terraces.
5.3•1.2 Engineering Cost Emphasis
Three aggregate suitability assessments were conducted 
emphasizing factors that affect the engineering costs of 
aggregate extraction. These evaluations were conducted with 
20, 50, and 66.7 percent of the emphasis being attributed to 
engineering cost factors, respectively (Table 4). This 
relative percentage was divided equally between both the 
distance-to-roads map (Figure 47) and the scale-of-operation 
map (Figure 50).
Criteria were ranked and three maps were developed 
showing the suitability of road-base deposits (Figures 57, 58 
and 59). Since suitability is a factor of both aggregate
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Figure 55. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
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Figure 56. Map showing road-surfacing deposits suitable for
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Figure 57. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
development (Quality=80%, Cost=20%, Environment=0%).
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Figure 58. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
development (Quality=50%, Cost=50%, Environment=0%).
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Figure 59. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
development (Quality=33.33%, Cost=66.67%, Environments%).
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quality and engineering cost factors, high suitability is 
associated with large-volume, good quality deposits that are 
located close to network roads.
5.3.1.3 Environmental Impacts Emphasis
Three aggregate suitability assessments were conducted 
emphasizing the environmental impacts of aggregate extraction. 
These evaluations were conducted with 20, 40, and 50 percent 
of the emphasis being attributed to environmental impact 
factors, respectively (Table 4). This relative percentage was 
divided equally between the reclamation potential map, the 
hillslope failure potential map, the visual impact map, and 
the land-use suitability map.
Criteria were ranked and three maps were developed 
showing the suitability of road-base deposits (Figures 60, 61, 
and 62). Since suitability of a deposit is limited by the 
environmental impacts of aggregate extraction, high 
suitability is associated with good quality deposits that are 
located in environmentally suitable sites. Environmentally 
suitable sites (1) are easily reclaimed, (2) have low 
potential for hillslope failure, (3) are located in areas 
where visual impact from pit operations is low, and (4) are 
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Figure 60. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
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Figure 61. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for




Figure 62. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
development (Quality=50%, Cost=0%, Environment=5 0%).
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5.3.1.4 Quality, Cost and Environmental Emphasis
Three aggregate suitability assessments were conducted 
emphasizing quality, cost, and environmental factors. These 
evaluations were conducted with varying percentages being 
attributed to all assessment factors (Table 4). These 
relative percentages were divided equally between each of the 
seven derivative maps.
Criteria were ranked and three maps were developed 
showing the suitability of road-base deposits (Figures 63, 64, 
and 65). Since suitability of a deposit is a factor of 
material quality and engineering cost of aggregate extraction, 
and is limited by the environmental impacts of development, 
high suitability is associated with large-volume, easy-access, 
good quality deposits that are located in environmentally 
suitable sites.
5.3.2 Sensitivity and Evaluation Effectiveness
A comparison of area analyses conducted on each of these 
ten evaluations demonstrates the sensitivity and effectiveness 
of ranking maps in resource assessments (Table 5). For 
example, as the emphasis of engineering cost factors 
increases, the percent area of high suitability deposits 
(index classification of 10) decreases. The area which is 
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Figure 63. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
development (Quality=60%, Cost=20%, Environment=20%).
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Figure 64. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
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Figure 65. Map showing road-base deposits suitable for
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of lower suitability (index classifications of 9-0) in varying 
amounts. Also, as the number of limiting factors increases, 
the number of suitability classes is reduced (Table 8, number 
10). When all seven factors are used in the overlay 
procedure, only five suitability classes result. Most of the 





An engineering method, based on the analysis of surficial 
material characteristics, was developed to evaluate the 
quality, quantity and suitability of aggregate for road 
construction. This method was tested successfully in the 
Piedra Road area, southwestern Colorado.
Geologic, geomorphologic, and engineering characteristics 
were evaluated with respect to the aggregate quality of 
natural gravel deposits. The Genesis-Lithology-Qualifier 
(GLQ) Engineering Geology mapping system was an efficient 
means of gathering, mapping and organizing data relative to 
the engineering properties of surficial materials.
A rating system, based on a 1-10 scale, was developed in 
this study for each material property or site characteristic. 
This system facilitates a quantitative evaluation for 
different types of aggregate.
Road-base and road-surfacing materials used in 
construction of asphalt-paved and low-volume roads were chosen 
as the primary uses for aggregate. Good quality aggregate 
used for road-base includes alluvial floodplain, stream 
channel, fan and terrace deposits. Good quality aggregate 
used for road-surfacing includes the same deposits as used for
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road-base, as well as glacial outwash deposits.
Suitability of aggregate development was determined by 
incorporating seven secondary, or derivative, maps including 
aggregate material resource quality, scale-of-operation, 
distance-to-roads, reclamation potential, hillslope failure 
potential, land-use suitability, and visual impact into an 
index overlay procedure. The emphasis of each factor was 
varied by increasing or decreasing the ranking values 
attributed to each map. A sensitivity analysis was conducted 
to demonstrate the limiting nature of both engineering cost 
and environmental impact factors in the resource assessment.
Two geographic information systems (GIS), Environmental 
Science Research Institute's ARC/INFO and Tydac Technologies 
SPANS, were used successfully to organize, consolidate, manage 
and analyze data. The GIS aided in ranking and indexing 
relative geologic and geomorphic information and applying 
evaluation criteria uniformly throughout the study area. 
Finally, geographic information systems were used to display 
spatial relationships and indicate flaws in resource 
assessment reasoning.
Recommendations for improving this method of aggregate 
resource assessment include future work in both data gathering 
and data analysis. Data gathering may be enhanced by refining 
field methods to include augering or test-pit digging to gain
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more accurate information regarding deposits. This
information includes sieve analysis for grain-size 
distribution of materials and measurement of actual 
thicknesses of deposits and overburden materials. Additional 
data that will enhance the evaluation process include (1) 
depth to water table, (2) 100 year floodplain analysis, and 
(3) petrographic analysis of statistically selected materials.
Data analysis may be enhanced by (1) conducting a 
sensitivity analysis of all criteria used, including 
variations in rating and ranking factors, (2) developing
numerical models for maximizing ideal pit locations for 
specific sections of roadway, and (3) developing numerical 
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APPENDIX A
Resource Management Goals 
for the San Juan National Forest (USDA, 1983),
The following are general statements of goals to be achieved 
sometime in the future. They are expressed in broad terms and 
are timeless in that they have no specific attainment date. 
These goal statements provide the basis for the specific 
objectives in resource management decisions.
The goals of the Forest Plan are:
Vegetation
-Allow natural succession to proceed without human 
intervention in all designated wilderness and wilderness study 
areas.
-Manage vegetation types outside of wilderness to provide 
multiple use benefits commensurate with land capability and 
resource demand.
-Improve the health and vigor of all vegetation types.
-Integrate vegetation management with resource management in 
all functional areas: recreation, wildlife, range, timber, and 
water.
Recreation, Cultural and Visual
-Provide nearly equal areas for motorized and non-motorized 
dispersed recreation opportunities.
-Provide areas for semi-primitive non-motorized recreation 
opportunities to perpetuate that recreation experience.
-Provide the opportunity for developed recreation sites to be 
operated by public concessionaires.
-Provide more cost effective service to the public by closing 
low-use developed recreation sites and expanding heavy-use 
sites.
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-Provide opportunities for expanding downhill skiing in Human 
Resource Units that can accommodate the social and economic 
impact •
-Locate, determine significance, and where appropriate, 
preserve historical and archaeological sites.
-Manage exceptional historical and archaeological sites for 
increased public use and visitation, while still protecting 
the values of the site.
-Make historical and archaeological sites available for study 
by agencies involved in research.
-Enhance and/or preserve scenic values along heavily traveled 
roads, use areas and trails through management activities.
Wilderness
-Provide the opportunity for additions to the National 
Wilderness Preservation System.
-Manage wilderness to preserve the wilderness character and 
provide for compatible human use and enjoyment through 
indirect control methods.
Wildlife
-Increase winter range carrying capacity for deer and elk.
-Improve wildlife habitat diversity on approximately half of 
the Forest.
-Improve fish habitat on suitable streams and low elevation 
ponds and lakes.
Range
-Provide for grazing of livestock at moderately increased 
levels.
-Provide for intensive livestock management on approximately 
60 percent of the Forest.
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Timber
-Practice vegetation management to provide multiple benefits 
using a comprehensive timber management program as a tool.
-Implement an integrated pest management program emphasizing 
silvicultural management of timber stands to prevent and 
control insect infestations and disease.
-Improve the Forest-wide age class and species diversity to 
improve forest health and wildlife habitat.
-Implement silvicultural practices on areas suitable for 
timber production to provide roundwood and sawtimber volume 
above the present level.
-Specifically design the timber sales on lands suitable for 
timber management to benefit other resource objectives.
-Perpetuate the aspen type.
-Eliminate the reforestation backlog by the end of 1985.
-Continue timber stand improvement in ponderosa pine stands 
through prescribed burning of Gambel oak to reduce 
competition•
-Determine if ponderosa pine sites now designated as not 
suitable for timber production can be reforested.
Soils and Water
-Protect soil and water productivity so that neither will be 
significantly or permanently impaired.
-Protect streams, lakes, riparian areas, and other bodies of 
water through management activities.
-Improve water quality by allowing those watersheds presently 
below water quality standards to recover.
-Increase water yield through land treatment measures 




-Encourage mineral exploration, development and extraction 
consistent with management of surface resources•
-Protect surface resources and environmental quality in 
accordance with laws and regulations.
Lands
-Provide for increased opportunities for exchange of National 
Forest System lands.
-Pursue acquisition of necessary rights-of-way to facilitate 
public access to National Forest System lands.
Facilities
-Manage the transportation system for increased cost- 
effectiveness and efficiency.
-Provide for a slight increase of maintained road mileage but 
maintain approximately one-third of the mileage only to 
protect the road investment and surrounding resources, and 
close to public use.
-Retain three-fourths of the present acreage in unroaded or 
low-roaded densities.
-Provide for the reduction of total trail miles while 
emphasizing reconstruction on trail miles remaining.
Human and Community Development
-Provide the opportunity for economic growth of industries and 
communities dependent upon Forest outputs.
-Encourage equal employment opportunities for women, 
minorities, the elderly, and the handicapped.
-Provide the opportunity for community stability and cohesion 
within the Human Resource Units to remain in productive 
harmony with the activities on the San Juan National Forest.
-Provide the opportunity for human resource programs that 
assist the disadvantaged with employment opportunities.
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-Encourage the Volunteers in the National Forest Program to 
enhance Forest Service activities.
Protection
-Provide a cost-effective level of fire protection to minimize 
the combined costs of protection and damages, and prevent 
loss, of human life.
-Provide air quality compatible with federal and state laws.
-Prevent and control insect and disease infestations where 




EXPLANATION OF GENESIS-LITHOLOGY-QUALIFIER SYMBOLS 




where: A = Genetic Symbol (usually single capital letter)
b = Lithologic Symbol (one or more lowercase letters)
(c) = Qualifier Symbol (one or more lowercase letters, 
in parentheses)
(d) = Thickness, if known (arabic number with feet or 
meter symbol in parentheses) 




where: AA = Conventional geologic "shorthand" for bedrock type 
(two capital letters)
(b) = Thickness (same as unconsolidated) 
c = Modifier symbol (same as unconsolidated)
Symbols used in the Piedra Area:
1) Genetic Symbols
A= Alluvial R= Residual 
C— Colluvial G= Glacial
Note:
1) A/C signifies interbedded alluvial and colluvial
2) A-C signifies uncertainty of genesis
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2) Lithologic Symbols
c= clay k= cobbles
m= silt b= boulders
s= sand o= organics
g= gravel
Note:
1) Most abundant or significant lithologic constituent symbol 
appears adjacent to genetic symbol.
2) cm/ms signifies interbedded silty clay/sandy silt.
3) m-b signifies all lithologic constituents from silt to 
boulders are present.
3) Qualifier Symbols
(f)= fan morphology (te)= terrace
(fp)= present floodplain (sw) = slope wash
(t)= till (o)= outwash
(m)= moraine (wp) = weathering profile
4) Modifier Symbols
Absence of a modifier symbol signifies either no noteworthy 
characteristics or undifferentiated characteristics.
5) Stratigraphic Sequence
Stratigraphic sequences may be indicated by simply stacking 
the appropriate symbols.
Examples:
Rms (w p ) (0-. 5 y} = Residual sandy silt with a weathering
Asmgkb(te)(1-2') profile of up to a half foot overlying
alluvial terrace deposits of silty sand (with 
gravel, cobbles, and boulders) ranging from 
1 to 2 feet thick.
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APPENDIX C
GLQ/MATERIALS MAPS POLYGON ATTRIBUTE TABLE
PART ONE
poly# els genesis qualifier lith min max ave
0 0 NC NC NC 0 0 0
1 35 NC NC NC 0 0 0
2 35 NC NC NC 0 0 0
3 4 Colluvial Slope_Wash s 0 15 7.5
4 1 Glacial Moraine m 0 20 10
5 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
6 9 Glacial Moraine c 0 15 12.5
7 15 Alluvial Fan s 5 15 10
8 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
9 35 NC NC NC 0 0 0
10 1 Glacial Moraine m 0 20 10
11 15 Alluvial Fan s 5 15 10
12 7 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
13 8 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
14 6 Glac/Col Outwash/Slope c 0 10 5
15 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
16 8 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
17 7 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
18 10 Colluvial Slope_Wash s 0 15 12.5
19 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
20 7 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
21 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
22 6 Glac/Col Outwash/Slope c 0 10 5
23 13 Alluvial Terrace s 10 10 10
24 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
25 7 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
26 13 Alluvial Terrace s 10 10 10
27 2 Glacial Till s 0 20 10
28 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
29 7 Glacial Moraine c 10 15 12.5
30 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
31 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
32 13 Alluvial Terrace s 10 10 10
33 15 Alluvial Fan s 5 15 10
34 11 Glacial Moraine m 20 60 40
35 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
36 10 Colluvial Slope_Wash s 0 15 12.5
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37 11 Glacial Moraine m 20 60 40
38 3 Glacial Till s 15 15 15
39 33 Glacial Outwash m 10 2.5 15
40 14 Glacial Outwash s 20 30 25
41 12 Glacial Outwash s 15 20 17.5
42 22 Glacial Till m 15 20 17.5
43 35 NC NC NC 0 0 0
44 11 Glacial Moraine m 20 60 40
45 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
46 14 Glacial Outwash s 20 30 25
47 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
48 21 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
49 6 Glac/Col Outwash/Slope c 0 10 5
50 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
51 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
52 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
53 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
54 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
55 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
56 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
57 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
58 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
59 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
60 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
61 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
62 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
63 16 Alluvial Terrace s 3 10 6.5
64 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
65 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
66 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
67 17 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
68 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
69 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
70 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
71 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
72 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
73 18 Alluvial Terrace s 1 2 1.5
74 27 Glacial Outwash c 0 15 7.5
75 19 Glacial Outwash s 3 10 6.5
76 19 Glacial Outwash s 3 10 6.5
77 19 Glacial Outwash s 3 10 6.5
78 19 Glacial Outwash s 3 10 6.5
79 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
80 27 Glacial Outwash c 0 15 7.5
81 25 Glacial Outwash s 5 15 10
82 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
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83 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
84 27 Glacial Outwash c 0 15 7.5
85 34 Glacial Till c 0 10 5
86 20 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
87 28 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
88 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
89 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
90 20 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
91 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
92 5 Alluvial Floodplain s 0 0 0
93 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
94 32 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
95 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
96 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
97 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
98 27 Glacial Outwash c 0 15 7.5
99 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
100 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
101 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
102 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
103 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
104 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
105 29 Glacial Outwash s 10 10 10
106 32 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
107 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
108 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
109 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
110 30 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
111 26 Glacial Outwash m 10 15 12.5
112 30 Glacial Outwash s 1 3 2
113 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
114 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
115 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
116 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
117 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
118 31 Colluvial Slope__Wash c 0 10 5
119 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
120 23 Glacial Outwash s 10 15 12.5
121 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
122 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
123 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
124 24 Glacial Outwash c 10 15 12.5
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PART TWO
poly# els mnfin mxfin over %wx dgs thk area
0 0 0 0 0 0 NC 0 0.00
1 35 0 0 0 0 NC 0 0.00
2 35 0 0 0 0 NC 0 1004.39
3 4 0.2 0.25 0.02 0.05 m 1 3.19
4 1 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 1 6.54
5 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 7.71
6 9 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 3.88
7 15 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.05 s 1 0.19
8 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 1.18
9 35 0 0 0 0 NC 2.23
10 1 0.2 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 1 1.30
11 15 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.05 s 1 0.13
12 7 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 1.26
13 8 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.46
14 6 0.3 0.4 0.05 0.1 m 13.45
15 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 0.89
16 8 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.12
17 7 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 1.22
18 10 0.2 0.25 0.02 0.05 m 1 4.56
19 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 1.17
20 7 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.08
21 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 6.41
22 6 0.3 0.4 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.63
23 13 0.3 0.35 0.01 0.25 m 0.5 0.78
24 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 0.22
25 7 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.06
26 13 0.3 0.35 0.01 0.25 m 0.5 0.46
27 2 0.2 0.3 0.15 0.2 m 1 1.37
28 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 3.12
29 7 0.35 0.5 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.01
30 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 2.12
31 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 0.17
32 13 0.3 0.35 0.01 0.25 m 0.5 0.19
33 15 0.05 0.5 0.1 0.05 s 1 0.80
34 11 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 m 5 0.62
35 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 1.33
36 10 0.2 0.25 0.02 0.05 m 1 1.57
37 11 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 m 5 0.33
38 3 0.2 0.3 0.15 0.2 m 1 0.26
39 33 0.35 0.35 0.15 0.2 m 5 0.86
40 14 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.1 m 1 1.13
41 12 0.15 0.2 0.02 0.15 m 5 1.60
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42 22 0.2 0.25 0.1 0.1 m 2 8.50
43 35 0 0 0 0 NC 0 0.02
44 11 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 m 5 0.02
45 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 2.38
46 14 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.1 m 1 0.45
47 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.82
48 21 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.40
49 6 0.3 0.4 0.05 0.1 m 5 9.08
50 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.99
51 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.09
52 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.10
53 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.01
54 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.50
55 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.12
56 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.09
57 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.16
58 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.08
59 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.06
60 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.14
61 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.15
62 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.02
63 16 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.05
64 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.54
65 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.10
66 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.64
67 17 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.48
68 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.04
69 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.21
70 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.49
71 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.21
72 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.27
73 18 0.25 0.3 0.05 0.2 m 0.5 0.09
74 27 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.1 m 5 6.16
75 19 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.15 m 1 0.40
76 19 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.15 m 1 0.07
77 19 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.15 m 1 0.20
78 19 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.15 m 1 1.17
79 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 1.21
80 27 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.1 m 5 1.22
81 25 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 2.17
82 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.83
83 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.59
84 27 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.26
85 34 0.35 0.35 0.15 0.15 m 1 0.83
86 20 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.1 m 0.5 0.84
87 28 0.1 0.1 0.01 0.1 m 0.5 0.09
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88 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.03
89 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.05
90 20 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.1 m 0.5 2.20
91 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.14
92 5 0.05 0.1 0.05 0.01 s 1 0.09
93 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.12
94 32 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.1 m 0.5 0.88
95 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.03
96 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.67
97 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.05
98 27 0.35 0.35 0.05 0.1 m 5 0.11
99 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.73
100 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.01
101 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.05
102 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.01
103 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.02
104 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.06
105 29 0.15 0.2 0.1 0.1 m 5 0.15
106 32 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.1 m 0.5 0.05
107 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.08
108 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.15
109 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.04
110 30 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1 m 0.5 0.04
111 26 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 2 0.06
112 30 0.1 0.1 0.05 0.1 m 0.5 0.03
113 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.06
114 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.02
115 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.02
116 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.56
117 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.04
118 31 0.1 0.15 0.01 0.1 m 5 0.53
119 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.03
120 23 0.15 0.2 0.15 0.1 m 5 0.17
121 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.21
122 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.96
123 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.09
124 24 0.15 0.2 0.05 0.1 m 1 0.42
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APPENDIX D
Total Area of Vegetation, Land-Use 
Management and Land Ownership
Areal Extent of Natural Vegetation in Study Area
Area Cum Area
Legend Item (%) Area (km sg)
1 Cropland or Pastureland 2.38 2.38 26.92
2 Douglas Fir/White Fir 17.83 20.21 201.55
3 Aspen 3.05 23.26 34.49
4 Ponderosa Pine 17.85 41.12 201.78
5 Dominantly Mixed Conifer 8.76 49.87 98.99
6 Ponderosa Pine/Douglas Fir 7.53 57.40 85.11
7 Mixed Spruce-Fir 28.20 85.61 318.77
8 Grassy/Rocky Alpine Slopes 3.21 88.82 36.27
9 Dominantly Rangeland 0.80 89.64 8.99
10 Range-Conifers & Hardwood Mix 8.76 98.37 99.02
11 Subdivided Private Land 1.37 99.74 15.51
12 Developed Recreation Areas 0.08 99.82 0.92
13 Water 0.18 100.00 1.98
Total of 13 classes 100.00 1130.28
Areal Extent of Land-Use Practices in Study Area
Area Cum Area
Legend Item (%) Area (km sg)
1 Semi-Primitive Recreation 9.56 9.56 108.10
2 Indicator Species Habitat 1.32 10.89 14.97
3 Big Game Winter Range 0.89 11.77 10.03
4 Livestock Grazing 15.00 26.77 169.53
5 Wood Fiber Production 26.83 53.61 303.30
6 Wilderness Lands 31.18 84.79 352.45
7 Reserved Natural Areas 2.22 87.01 25.118 Private-Agriculture/Grazing 12.86 99.87 145.40
9 Water 0.12 100.00 1.40
10 Not Coded 0.00 100.00 0.02
Total of 10 classes 100.00 1130.28
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Areal Extent of Land Ownership in Study Area
Area Cum Area
Legend Item (%) Area (km sg
1 Forest Land 72.01 72.01 813.90
2 State Land 0.06 72.06 0.63
3 Private Land 12.03 84.09 135.95
4 Wilderness Land 15.73 99.82 177.76
5 Water 0.18 100.00 2.02
6 Not Coded 0.00 100.00 0.02
Total of 6 classes 100.00 1130.28
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APPENDIX E
Description of Land-Use Management Practices
Semi-Primitive Recreation - Includes recreation opportunities 
such as hiking, horseback riding, hunting, cross-country 
skiing, etc. Seasonal or permanent restrictions on human use 
may be applied to provide seclusion for wildlife such as 
nesting for raptorial birds, big game rearing areas, and 
mammals (mountain lion, wolverine, etc.) with large home 
ranges. Visual resources are managed so that management 
activities are not visually evident or remain visually 
subordinate•
Indicator Species Habitat - Management emphasis is on the 
habitat needs of one or more management indicator species. 
Species with compatible habitat needs are selected for an 
area. The goal is to optimize habitat capability, and thus 
number of species. Vegetation characteristics and human 
activities are managed to provide optimum habitat for selected 
species. Recreation and other human activities are regulated 
to favor the needs of the designated species. All other 
resource development is secondary to habitat requirements.
Big Game Winter Range - Management emphasis is on forage and 
cover on winter ranges. Winter habitat for deer, elk, bighorn 
sheep, and mountain goats is emphasized. Treatments to 
increase forage production or to create and maintain thermal 
and hiding cover for big game are applied. Other resource 
development is allowed, but is subordinate to wildlife. New 
roads other than short-term temporary roads are located 
outside management area. Short-term roads are obliterated 
within one season after intended use. Existing local roads 
are closed and new motorized recreation use is managed to 
prevent unacceptable stress on big game animals during the 
primary big game use season.
Livestock Grazing - This area is managed for livestock 
grazing. Range condition is maintained through use of forage 
improvement practices, livestock management, and regulation of 
other resource activities. Conflicts between livestock and 
wildlife are resolved in favor of livestock. Investments are 
made in compatible resource activities• Dispersed
recreational opportunities vary between semi-primitive non­
motorized and roaded natural. Management activities are
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evident but harmonize and blend with the natural setting.
Wood Fiber Production - Management emphasis is on wood-fiber 
production and utilization. The harvest method by forest 
cover type is clearcutting in aspen and lodgepole pine, 
shelterwood in Engelmann spruce-subalpine fir, and interior in 
ponderosa pine and mixed conifers. Other resource development 
is allowed if compatible.
Wilderness Lands - Management is for the protection and 
perpetuation of essentially pristine bio-physical conditions 
and a high degree of solitude for both wildlife and humans 
with no perceptible evidence of past human use. All other 
resource activities are subordinate. Extraction of any forest 
resource is prohibited.
Reserved Natural Areas - Includes sensitive riparian and 
aquatic ecosystems, wild and scenic rivers, and areas reserved 
specifically for research and observation of natural forest 
conditions. Extraction of any forest resource is prohibited.
Private Lands - Management practices are the responsibility of 
private land owners. Practices typically include recreation, 
agriculture, grazing, and mining.
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APPENDIX F
Rating Values for Road-Base Aggregate Evaluation 
Indexing Overlay Input File 
new map id = asphgrav
title = Aggregate Quality - Asphalt Paved Roads
Map #1: Geomorphic Process of Origin
filename = gengrav, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value





Map #2: Landform Type (Qualifier)
filename = qualify, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Ra1
1 Not Coded -1










Map #3: Dominant Grain-Size of Fines
filename = dograsiz, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value




Map #4: Maximum Percent Fines (<.074mm) Passing #200 Sieve
filename = maxfines, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-5 percent 8
3 5-10 percent 10
4 10-15 percent 9
5 15-20 percent 5
6 20-25 percent 4
7 25-30 percent 3
8 30-35 percent 2
9 35-40 percent 1
10 40-45 percent 0
11 45-50 percent 0
12 50 percent or more 0
Map #5: Maximum Percent of Coarse Fraction Weathered
filename = weather, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-5 percent 10
3 5-10 percent 9
4 10-15 percent 1
5 15-20 percent 1
6 20-25 percent 0
7 25 percent or more 0
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Map #6: Dominant Grain-Size of Overburden Material
filename - dgrsoil, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 Silt 1
3 Sand 10
Map #7: Thickness of Overburden Material
filename = soil, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-1 foot (.3m) 10
3 1-2 feet (.3 -.61 m) 10
4 2-3 feet (.61-.91 m) 3
5 3-4 feet (.91-1.2 m) 3
6 4-5 feet (1.2-1.5 m) 3
7 >5 feet (>1.5 m) 0
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APPENDIX G
Rating Values for Gravel-Surfacing Aggregate Evaluation 
Indexing Overlay Input File 
new map id = surfgrav
title = Aggregate Quality - Gravel Roads
Map #1: Geomorphic Process of Origin
filename = gengrav, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value





Map #2: Landform Type (Qualifier)
filename = qualify, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Ra1
1 Not Coded -1










Map #3: Dominant Grain-Size of Fines
filename = dograsiz, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value




Map #4: Maximum Percent Fines (<.074ram) Passing #200 Sieve
filename = maxfines, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-5 percent 9
3 5-10 percent 10
4 10-15 percent 10
5 15-20 percent 9
6 20-25 percent 8
7 25-30 percent 7
8 30-35 percent 6
9 35-40 percent 5
10 40-45 percent 4
11 45-50 percent 3
12 50 percent or more 2
Map #5: Maximum Percent of Coarse Fraction Weathered
filename = weather, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-5 percent 10
3 5-10 percent 8
4 10-15 percent 6
5 15-20 percent 4
6 20-25 percent 2
7 25 percent or more 1
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Map #6: Dominant Grain-Size of Overburden Material
filename = dgrsoil, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 Silt 6
3 Sand 10
Map #7: Thickness of Overburden Material
filename - soil, 14.286%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 0-1 foot (.3m) 10
3 1-2 feet (.3 -.61 m) 10
4 2-3 feet (.61-.91 m) 5
5 3-4 feet (.91-1.2 m) 5
6 4-5 feet (1.2-1.5 m) 5
7 >5 feet (>1.5 m) 1
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APPENDIX H
Calculation of Minimum and Maximum Volumes 
of Useable Aggregate Material
PART 1: Explanation of Calculation Procedure
Potential useable aggregate volumes were calculated using the 
spatial modeling package in SPANS. This modeling package 
allows the user to conduct area based modeling which can 
create new maps based on mathematical concepts that simulate 
real world phenomena (Tydac Technologies, Inc., 1989). In 
calculating aggregate volumes, the GLQ/Materials map and the 
relational database, or attribute table, for this map was 
used. Volumes were calculated in both cubic yards and cubic 
meters for each polygon using field measured data.
Minimum Potential Volumes of Useable Aggregate
1) Minimum Volume of Natural Deposit:
(Area of Deposit) x (Minimum Deposit Thickness)
2) Minimum Volume of Material Passing a #200 Sieve:
(Value from #1) x (Minimum Percent Fines)
3) Volume Retained on #200 Sieve:
(Value from #1) - (Value from # 2)
4) Minimum Volume of Gravel through Boulder Size Material
(Value from #1) x (40%)
It has been observed that the minimum gravel content in 
natural deposits is approximately 40 percent (Cooke and 
Doornkamp, 1974).
5) Minimum Volume of Oversize Boulders
(Value from #1) x (Percent of Oversize Boulders)
6) Minimum Volume of Gravel through Boulder Size Material
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(excluding material too large for moderate-sized crusher) 
(Value from #4) - (Value from #5)
7) Minimum Volume of Weathered Material (includes weathering 
rind around all coarse fraction material observed to 
contribute to fines fraction during processing and 
road-surface wear).
(Value from #4) x (Percent of Coarse Fraction Weathered)
8) Minimum Volume of Useable Aggregate Product in Deposit
(Value from #6) - (Value from #7)
Maximum Potential Volumes of Useable Aggregate
1) Maximum Volume of Natural Deposit:
(Area of Deposit) x (Maximum Deposit Thickness)
2) Maximum Volume of Material Passing a #200 Sieve:
(Value from #1) x (Maximum Percent Fines)
3) Volume Retained on #200 Sieve:
(Value from #1) - (Value from # 2)
4) Maximum Volume of Gravel through Boulder Size Material
(Value from #1) x (60%)
It has been observed that the maximum gravel content in 
natural deposits is approximately 60 percent (Cooke and 
Doornkamp, 1974).
5) Maximum Volume of Oversize Boulders
(Value from #1) x (Percent of Oversize Boulders)
6) Maximum Volume of Gravel through Boulder Size Material
(excluding material too large for moderate-sized crusher)
(Value from #4) - (Value from #5)
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7) Maximum Volume of Weathered Material (includes weathering 
rind around all coarse fraction material observed to 
contribute to fines fraction during processing and 
road-surface wear)•
(Value from #4) x (Percent of Coarse Fraction Weathered)
8) Maximum Volume of Useable Aggregate Product in Deposit
(Value from #6) - (Value from #7)
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PART 2: Volumes Modeling Program in SPANS Language
Format s
E filename Title
a=[attribute table filename,column #]
E deposit Minimum Volume of Deposit 
a=([glqx,23]*1000*1000)* ([glqx,8]*.3048)
E passing Volume Passing #200 Sieve 
a=[glqx,12]*[volx,3]
E retain Volume Retained on the #200 Sieve 
a=[volx,3]-[volx,4]
E gkb Volume of Gravel-Boulder Sized Material 
a=.4*[volx,3]
E over Volume of Oversize Boulders 
a=[glqx,13]*[volx,3]
E unwxgkb Usable Gravel-Boulder Material 
a=[volx,6]-[volx,7]
E weather Minimum Volume of Weathered Material 
a=[glqx,14]*[volx,8]
E mintot Minimum Volume of Gravel in Deposit 
a=[volx,8]-[volx,9]
E deposit2 Maximum Volume of Deposit 
a=([glqx,23]*1000*1000)*([glqx,9]*.3048)
E passing2 Volume Passing #200 Sieve 
a=[glqx,11]*[volx,11]
E retain2 Volume Retained on the #200 Sieve 
a=[volx,11]-[volx,12]
E gkb2 Volume of Gravel-Boulder Sized Material 
a=.6*[volx,11]
E over2 Volume of Oversize Boulders 
a=[glqx,13]*[volx,11]
E unwxgkb2 Usable Gravel-Boulder Material 
a=[volx,14]-[volx,15]
E weather2 Maximum Volume of Weathered Material 
a=[glqx,14]*[volx,16]
E maxtot Maximum Volume of Gravel in Deposit 
a=[volx,16]-[volx,17]
glqx » glq/materials map attribute table filename 
volx = volumes modeling attribute table filename
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PART 3s Results of Volumes Modeling 
POTENTIAL MINIMUM VOLUMES OF GRAVEL MATERIAL IN CUBIC YARDS
ply dep -#200 +#200 +#10 Over wx Total0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 0 0 0 0 0 0 04 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies6 0 0 0 0 0 0 07 378744 189372 189372 151498 37874 5681 1079428 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies9 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 259141 129570 129570 103656 25914 3887 7385512 5023348 2511674 2511674 2009339 251167 175817 158235513 1833921 916960 916960 733568 91696 64187 57768514 0 0 0 0 0 0 015 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies16 478414 239207 239207 191366 23921 16744 15070017 4863876 2431938 2431938 1945551 243194 170236 153212118 0 0 0 0 0 0 019 0 0 0 0 0 0 020 318943 159471 159471 127577 15947 11163 10046721 38332928 7666586 30666343 15333171 766659 2184977 1238153622 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 3109692 1088392 2021299 1243877 31097 303195 90958524 1315639 263128 1052511 526255 26313 74991 42495125 239207 119604 119604 95683 11960 8372 7535026 1833921 641872 1192048 733568 18339 178807 53642227 0 0 0 0 0 0 028 18658149 3731630 14926519 7463260 373163 1063514 602658229 39868 19934 19934 15947 1993 1395 1255830 12677973 2535595 10142378 5071189 253559 722644 409498531 1016630 203326 813304 406652 20333 57948 32837132 757489 265121 492368 302996 7575 73855 22156633 1594714 797357 797357 637885 159471 23921 45449334 4943612 988722 3954890 1977445 494361 148308 133477535 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies36 0 0 0 0 0 0 037 2631277 526255 2105022 1052511 263128 78938 71044538 1554846 466454 1088392 621938 233227 77742 31096939 3428634 1200022 2228612 1371454 514295 171432 68572740 9010132 1802026 7208105 3604053 2252533 135152 121636841 9568282 1913656 7654625 3827313 191366 545392 309055542 50831496 12707874 38123622 20332598 5083150 1524945 1372450443 0 0 0 0 0 0 044 159471 31894 127577 63789 15947 4784 4305745 2846564 853969 1992595 1138626 142328 199259 79703846 3588106 717621 2870484 1435242 897026 53822 48439447 980749 294225 686524 392300 49037 68652 274610
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48 1594714 318943 1275771 637885 79736 55815 50233549 0 0 0 0 0 0 050 1184075 355222 828852 473630 59204 82885 33154151 107643 32293 75350 43057 5382 7535 3014052 398678 79736 318943 159471 19934 13954 12558453 39868 7974 31894 15947 1993 1395 1255854 598018 179405 418612 239207 29901 41861 16744555 143524 43057 100467 57410 7176 10047 4018756 358811 71762 287048 143524 17941 12558 11302557 191366 57410 133956 76546 9568 13396 5358258 95683 28705 66978 38273 4784 6698 2679159 71762 21529 50233 28705 3588 5023 2009360 558150 111630 446520 223260 27907 19535 17581761 179405 53822 125584 71762 8970 12558 5023362 79736 15947 63789 31894 3987 2791 2511763 59802 17941 41861 23921 2990 4186 1674464 215286 64586 150700 86115 10764 15070 6028065 398678 79736 318943 159471 19934 13954 12558466 255154 76546 178608 102062 12758 17861 7144367 1913656 382731 1530925 765463 95683 66978 60280268 15947 4784 11163 6379 797 1116 446569 83722 25117 58606 33489 4186 5861 2344270 195352 58606 136747 78141 9768 13675 5469971 83722 25117 58606 33489 4186 5861 2344272 107643 32293 75350 43057 5382 7535 3014073 35881 10764 25117 14352 1794 2512 1004774 0 0 0 0 0 0 075 478414 95683 382731 191366 23921 25117 14232876 83722 16744 66978 33489 4186 4395 2490777 239207 47841 191366 95683 11960 12558 7116478 1399361 279872 1119489 559744 69968 73466 41631079 4824009 964802 3859207 1929603 723601 120600 108540280 0 0 0 0 0 0 081 4325661 865132 3460529 1730264 648849 108142 97327482 3309031 661806 2647225 1323612 165452 115816 104234583 2352203 470441 1881762 940881 352830 58805 52924684 0 0 0 0 0 0 085 0 0 0 0 0 0 086 334890 50233 284656 133956 3349 13061 11754687 35881 3588 32293 14352 359 1399 1259488 119604 23921 95683 47841 17941 2990 2691189 199339 39868 159471 79736 29901 4983 4485190 877092 131564 745529 350837 8771 34207 30785991 558150 111630 446520 223260 83722 13954 12558492 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies93 478414 95683 382731 191366 23921 16744 15070094 350837 52626 298211 140335 3508 13683 12314495 119604 23921 95683 47841 17941 2990 2691196 2671145 534229 2136916 1068458 400672 66779 60100897 199339 39868 159471 79736 29901 4983 4485198 0 0 0 0 0 0 099 2910352 582070 2328282 1164141 145518 101862 916761100 39868 7974 31894 ' 15947 1993 1395 12558101 199339 39868 159471 79736 29901 4983 44851102 39868 7974 31894 15947 1993 1395 12558
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103 79736 15947 63789 31894 3987 2791 25117104 239207 47841 191366 95683 11960 8372 75350105 598018 119604 478414 239207 59802 17941 161465106 19934 2990 16944 7974 199 777 6997107 318943 63789 255154 127577 47841 7974 71762108 598018 119604 478414 239207 89703 14950 134554109 159471 31894 127577 63789 7974 5581 50233110 15947 1595 14352 6379 797 558 5023111 239207 47841 191366 95683 11960 8372 75350112 11960 1196 10764 4784 598 419 3768113 239207 47841 191366 95683 35881 5980 53822114 79736 15947 63789 31894 11960 1993 17941115 79736 15947 63789 31894 3987 2791 25117116 2232599 446520 1786079 893040 111630 78141 703269117 159471 31894 127577 63789 23921 3987 35881118 0 0 0 0 0 0 0119 119604 23921 95683 47841 17941 2990 26911120 677753 135551 542203 271101 101663 16944 152494121 837225 167445 669780 334890 41861 29303 263726122 3827313 765463 3061850 1530925 191366 133956 1205603123 358811 71762 287048 143524 17941 12558 113025124 1674449 334890 1339559 669780 83722 58606 527452
POTENTIAL MINIMUM VOLUMES IN CUBIC METERS
?ly dep -#200' +#200 +#10 Over wx Total0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 0 0 0 0 0 0 03 0 0 0 0 0 0 04 0 0 0 0 0 0 05 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies6 0 0 0 0 0 0 07 289560 144780 144780 115824 28956 4343 825258 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies9 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 011 198120 99060 99060 79248 19812 2972 5646412 3840480 1920240 1920240 1536192 192024 134417 120975113 1402080 701040 701040 560832 70104 49073 44165514 0 0 0 0 0 0 015 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies16 365760 182880 182880 146304 18288 12802 11521417 3718560 1859280 1859280 1487424 185928 130150 117134618 0 0 0 0 0 0 019 0 0 0 0 0 0 020 243840 121920 121920 97536 12192 8534 7681021 29306520 5861304 23445216 11722608 586130 1670472 946600622 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 2377440 832104 1545336 950976 23774 231800 69540124 1005840 201168 804672 402336 20117 57333 32488625 182880 91440 91440 .73152 9144 6401 5760726 1402080 490728 911352 560832 14021 136703 41010827 0 0 0 0 0 0 028 14264640 2852928 11411712 5705856 285293 813084 4607479
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29 30480 15240 15240 12192 1524 1067 960130 9692640 1938528 7754112 3877056 193853 552480 313072331 777240 155448 621792 310896 15545 44303 25104932 579120 202692 376428 231648 5791 56464 16939333 1219200 609600 609600 487680 121920 18288 34747234 3779520 755904 3023616 1511808 377952 113386 102047035 varies varies varies varies varies varies varies36 0 0 0 0 0 0 037 2011680 402336 1609344 804672 201168 60350 54315438 1188720 356616 832104 475488 178308 59436 23774439 2621280 917448 1703832 1048512 393192 131064 52425640 6888480 1377696 5510784 2755392 1722120 103327 92994541 7315200 1463040 5852160 2926080 146304 416966 236281042 38862000 9715500 29146500 15544800 3886200 1165860 1049274043 0 0 0 0 0 0 044 121920 24384 97536 48768 12192 3658 3291845 2176272 652882 1523390 870509 108814 152339 60935646 2743200 548640 2194560 1097280 685800 41148 37033247 749808 224942 524866 299923 37490 52487 20994648 1219200 243840 975360 487680 60960 42672 38404849 0 0 0 0 0 0 050 905256 271577 633679 362102 45263 63368 25347251 82296 24689 57607 32918 4115 5761 2304352 304800 60960 243840 121920 15240 10668 9601253 30480 6096 24384 12192 1524 1067 960154 457200 137160 320040 182880 22860 32004 12801655 109728 32918 76810 43891 5486 7681 3072456 274320 54864 219456 109728 13716 9601 8641157 146304 43891 102413 58522 7315 10241 4096558 73152 21946 51206 29261 3658 5121 2048359 54864 16459 38405 21946 2743 3840 1536260 426720 85344 341376 170688 21336 14935 13441761 137160 41148 96012 54864 6858 9601 3840562 60960 12192 48768 24384 3048 2134 1920263 45720 13716 32004 18288 2286 3200 1280264 164592 49378 115214 65837 8230 11521 4608665 304800 60960 243840 121920 15240 10668 9601266 195072 58522 136550 78029 9754 13655 5462067 1463040 292608 1170432 585216 73152 51206 46085868 12192 3658 8534 4877 610 853 341469 64008 19202 44806 25603 3200 4481 1792270 149352 44806 104546 59741 7468 10455 4181971 64008 19202 44806 25603 3200 4481 1792272 82296 24689 57607 32918 4115 5761 2304373 27432 8230 19202 10973 1372 1920 768174 0 0 0 0 0 0 075 365760 73152 292608 146304 18288 19202 10881476 64008 12802 51206 25603 3200 3360 1904277 182880 36576 146304 73152 9144 9601 5440778 1069848 213970 855878 427939 53492 56167 31828079 3688080 737616 2950464 1475232 553212 92202 82981880 0 0 0 0 0 0 081 3307080 661416 2645664 1322832 496062 82677 74409382 2529840 505968 2023872 1011936 126492 88544 79690083 1798320 359664 1438656 719328 269748 44958 404622
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POTENTIAL MAXIMUM VOLUMES OF GRAVEL MATERIAL IN CUBIC
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ply = polygon identification number 
dep = volume of natural deposit
-#200 = volume of material finer than "fine sand"
+#200 = volume of material coarser than "fine sand" but finer 
"gravel" size material 
+#10 = volume of material that is "gravel-sized"
Over = volume of material that is 2 ft in diameter or greater 
wx = volume of material that is weathered 
Total = volume of useable gravel in deposit
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APPENDIX I
Rating Values for Reclamation Potential Evaluation
Notes Higher values indicate higher reclamation potential.
Indexing Overlay Input File
new map id = reclaim
title = Reclamation Potential
Map #1: Dominant Grain-Size of Fines
filename = dograsiz, 33,333%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value




Map #2: Natural Vegetation - Primar;
filename = vegp, 33.333%
Item # Legend Item Ra1
1 Not Coded -1
2 Cropland/Pastureland 10
3 Douglas fir/white fir 3
4 Aspen 9
5 Ponderosa pine 5
6 Mixed Conifer 5
7 Ponderosa/Douglas fir 5
8 Spruce-fir communities 1
9 Alpine Slopes 0
10 Rangeland 10
11 Mixed Range 10
12 Private Subdivided Land -1
13 Recreation Areas -1
14 Water -1
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Map #3: Hillslope Gradient
filename = slope, 33.333%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Flat (0-1 degree) 10
2 Gentle-Mod (1-15 degrees) 7
3 Mod-Steep (15-30 degrees) 3
4 Very Steep (>30 degrees) 0
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APPENDIX J
Rating Values for Hillslope Failure Potential Evaluation
Note: Higher values indicate higher potential for failure.
Indexing Overlay Input File
new map id = failure
title = Hillslope Failure Potential
Map #1: Dominant Grain-Size of Fines
filename = dograsiz, 25% 










Map #2: Natural Vegetation - Primary Data
filename = vegp, 25% 







































Map #3: Hillslope Gradient
filename = slope, 25%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Flat (0-1 degree) 0
2 Gentle-Mod (1-15 degrees) 3
3 Mod-Steep (15-30 degrees) 7
4 Very Steep (>30 degrees) 10
Map #4: Hillslope Aspect
filename = aspect, 25%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value








Rating Values for Land-Use Suitability Evaluation
Indexing Overlay Input File
new map id = suituse 
title = Land-Use Suitability
Map #1: Land-Use Management - Primary Data
filename - landusep, 50%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 Semi Primitive Recreation 10
3 Indicator Species Habitat 5
4 Big Game Winter Range 3
5 Grazing 8
6 Wood Fiber Production 8
7 Wilderness -1
8 Reserved Natural Areas -1
9 Private Lands -1
10 Water -1
Map #2 s Land Ownership 
filename = landownp, 50%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 Forest Owned Land 10
3 State Owned Land 0
4 Private Land -1




Rating Values for Visual Impact Evaluation 
Note: Higher values indicate areas of low visual impact
Indexing Overlay Input File 
new map id = impact
title = Visual Impact of Aggregate Extraction
Map #1: Buffered Wilderness and Wildlife Areas
filename = buffwildf 33.333%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Sensitive Wild Areas -1
2 0.1 km Zone 1
3 0.2 km Zone 2
4 0.3 km Zone 3
5 0.4 km Zone 4
6 0.5 km Zone 5
7 1.0 km Zone 9
Map #2: Distance to Roads
filename = roadbuff, 33.333%
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded 0
2 0.1 km Zone 1
3 0.2 km Zone 2
4 0.3 km Zone 3
5 0.4 km Zone 4
6 0.5 km Zone 5
7 1.0 km Zone 9
8 5.0 km Zone 10
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Map #3: Natural Vegetation - Primary
filename = vegp, 33.333%
Item # Legend Item Rat
1 Not Coded -1
2 Cropland/Pastureland 10
3 Douglas fir/white fir 5
4 Aspen 6
5 Ponderosa pine 5
6 Mixed Conifer 5
7 Ponderosa/Douglas fir 5
8 Spruce-fir communities 5
9 Alpine Slopes 0
10 Rangeland 10
11 Mixed Range 8
12 Private Subdivided Land -1





Ratings from Aggregate Suitability Evaluation
Notes Higher values indicate higher suitability.
Evaluation of both road-base and gravel-surfacing 
material.
Index Value refers to all polygons given that value 
during indexing overlay process
Indexing Overlay Input File 
new map id = gravsuit
title = Aggregate Suitability Evaluation
Map #1: Aggregate Resource Quality
filename = asphgrav and surfgrav, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Ra
1 Index 10 10
2 Index 9 9
3 Index 8 8
4 Index 7 7
5 Index 6 6
6 Index 5 5
7 Index 4 48 Index 3 3
9 Index 2 2
10 Index 1 1
11 Index 0 0
12 Index •-1 -1
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Map #2: Distance to Roads
filename = roadbuff, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 0.1 km Zone 10
2 0.2 km Zone 9
3 0.3 km Zone 8
4 0.4 km Zone 7
5 0.5 km Zone 6
6 1.0 km Zone 3
7 5.0 km Zone 1
8 Outside 5.0 km Zone 0
Map #3: Project Scale
filename = volume, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating Value
1 Not Coded -1
2 Less than 50,000 2
3 50,000 to 100,000 3
4 100,000 to 500,000 4
5 500,000 to 1,000,000 5
6 1,000,000 to 5,000,000 6
7 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 7
8 10,000,000 to 50,000,000 8
9 50,000,000 to 100,000,000 9
10 Greater than 100,000,000 10
11 Volumes Vary Drastically 5
X = Volumes in Cubic Yards
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Map #4: Land-Use Suitability
filename = suituse, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating
1 Index 10 10
2 Index 9 9
3 Index 8 8
4 Index 7 7
5 Index 6 6
6 Index 5 5
7 Index 4 4
8 Index 3 3
9 Index 2 2
10 Index 1 1
11 Index 0 0
12 Index -1 -1
Map #5: Visual Impact
filename = impact, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating
1 Index 10 10
2 Index 9 9
3 Index 8 8
4 Index 7 7
5 Index 6 6
6 Index 5 5
7 Index 4 4
8 Index 3 3
9 Index 2 2
10 Index 1 1
11 Index 0 0
12 Index ■-1 -1
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Map #6: Landslide (Hillslope Failure) Potential
filename = failure, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating
1 Index 10 0
2 Index 9 1
3 Index 8 2
4 Index 7 3
5 Index 6 4
6 Index 5 5
7 Index 4 6
8 Index 3 7
9 Index 2 8
10 Index 1 9
11 Index 0 10
Index -1 -1
Map #7 s Reclamation Potential
filename = reclaim, weight varies
Item # Legend Item Rating
1 Index 10 10
2 Index 9 9
3 Index 8 8
4 Index 7 7
5 Index 6 6
6 Index 5 5
7 Index 4 4
8 Index 3 3
9 Index 2 2
10 Index 1 1
11 Index 0 0
12 Index •-1 -1
